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Editorial 

The Irish author Samuel Beckett once made the following astute remark: 'Words arc all we have'. 
Having absorbed the profound nature of this quotation. it may become clear that it is not just a witty 
remark to tickle the fancies of a few Irish worthies after a large meal. Words really are all we have . 
or at least can claim to have as our own by way of product. However, because of our capacity to 
speak and read, we tend to take these valuable art icles of personal enterprise too much for granted. 
With this sweeping statemen t in mind we should consider the evolution of this magazine from its 
origins as no more than a mental picture in the heads of the editors and contributors, to its final. 
glossy state. Every single word has a degree of importance whether it be the diminutive article or the 
name of some unpronounceable Welsh village. Ponder awhile the history of each word. First its birth 
in the brain of the author and subsequent escape, only to be captured and imprisoned in ink on the 
page . This process is repeated over and over again until a composition of some kind is formed. T his 
article emerges among the many others on the editor's desk and then every jot or title ot every word 
is scrutinised before being recaptured by the hammering keys of the typewriter and despatched to the 
printers. However, the supreme value of each word is lost or nullifield as the reader's eyes hastly 
gloss over it in their anxiety to reach the end of the article. 

It has been observed also that words 'stain silence and noth ingness', a statemenL paradoxical 
to all that has been said above. Nevertheless, it provides the opportunity to express the pleasure we 
derive from being able to use them is speech or writing. To counter the condemnation of words' 
pollution of silence and nothingness metaphorically, is the statement: 'The sound of silence is 
deafening and the glare of nothingness is blinding'. This discomfort is reduced by our capacity to talk 
and write. But in our conversation we are again guilty of causing harm to words: consider how we 
elide and allow particles such as 'um' and 'er' to infiltrate our conversation. Words are all we have and 
yet we are content to abuse them in this fashion, being incapable of producing Ouent speech for the 
most part. Few sentences go unadulterated by repetitio n or use of the forenamed particles. 
Pernickety you may say, but if Beckett's comment has any truth in it then we should be more careful 
with wo rds. 

From the abuse of words a digression can be made towards the overuse of words. Some of you 
may be familiar with a sentence which cannot be found in The Oxford Dictionary of Quotations but 
which runs : 'My natural verbosity is in direct antithesis to the satisfactory consummation of my 
academic career'. This is better known as a punitive sentence which has to be copied out several times 
by those who fail to restrain themselves from a bit of extempore chatter in the course of an English 
lesson. Verbosity is the disease of the unimaginative whose method of clarification invo lves 
complicated definition or demonstration . It is the habit of piling up synonyms and similes in an effort 
to produce a clear interpretation of something. This art of using more words than are really required 
is the impression many create for themselves of the greater part of this magazine. AU I would say is 
that an accusat ion of verbosity may be totally unjustified. There is a difference between verbosity 
and a healthy vocabulary. A deduction I favour is that if an article or any such other piece of writing 
is verbose, then the author has probably consulted a dictionary for an alternative definition of a 
certain word and piled up several words in a clumsy fashion that is painful to read . On the o ther 
hand , the best selling volume of Dr Pe ter Mark Roget can be consulted and a healthy selection o f 
straightfoward synonyms found , all easier to spell that the word you first thought of. The 'Thesaurus' 
is a godsend to such people as the editor who has to produce an editorial at the last moment having 
spent the rest of his time chasing up articles that have not been forthcoming . TI1is worthy volume 
enables one to extend one's vocabulary and to write more attractive English ; at least that is how 1 
have successfully deluded myself. 

Many of you who are stil l battling on through this article will doubtless regard it in the light of a 
string of sweeping statemen ts based on one quotation. If this be so then I ask that you forgive me for 
failing in good self-expression . Therefore I will conclude. First , we should be more aware of a degree 
of sanctity pertaining to words whether we read them or speak them. Secondly , I would stress that 
'The Shirbumian ' is not fu ll of tedious and wordy material. Long articles may indeed seem daunting, 
but premonitions of verbosity and boredom are unjustified. This magazine is meant to provide 
an idea of the nature of the School's character and the inclusion of the intellectual articles helps to 
renect this. Do not therefore dismiss the first twenty pages as sheer unadulterated prolixity. Remem
ber that disrespect for the most reliable historical document of the school is a critisism of the 
establishment. An editor can only generalise when he finds he is wri1ing the opening article to r the 
magazine, since to give offence at this stage would be tactless. Therefore I apologise to the 
perfectionists whom I may have insulted in this article. 

The Editor 



The Sherbome Diary 

Having been an avid reader of the Sherbome Diary for the past three years, and as I now come to 
wriLe it myself, it occurs to me that there is only one subject that I know will reappear without any 
doubt - Babies. Is it that past Diarists have had some overriding passion for reporting these events. 
I ask myself, or is it that the pride of certain paternal members of staff is getting the better of them? 
I uneasily feel that the latter is more likely and as a result I feel that 1 am bound to mention the 
patter of little feet in the Scott household, with the addition of Amy Louise, born 'sometime at the 
end of the Michaelmas Term.' 

The beginning of the new year, of course, sees the advent of new faces and this term we also saw 
two others reappearing for round two. P.S.F. and G.H.J.F. returned for their exploits across the 
Atlantic pretty welJ unchanged by their experiences (rumour has it that P.S.F.'s were mostly on the 
American FootbaJJ Field), and Mr. Facer, it appears, feels with confidence that his year in America 
has put him in a good position to initiate a General Studies course 'U.S.A. in the 'Eighties'. 

Such was the loss of Mr. Howard at the end of last term that the Geography Department saw fit 
to replace him with no less that two equally capable Geographers, Mr. Bowden and Mr. Kene, the 
former having now extended his expertise to the hallowed turf of the soccer field. The Modern 
Languages Department has seen the addition of two new masters: Mr. Sugden and Mr. Coward, 
the latter having become an unexpected, but nevertheless real contender for the coveted Beard of 
the Year trophy. Mr. Hodgkinson made a welcome entry to the English Department (but rumours 
that he can be seen eagerly cleaning his shoes and pressing his suit day and night are probably 
unfounded). Likewise Mr. Pedley has arrived, filling in for the year for D.P.K.C., on the rampage in 
China. 

An addition on the religious front was the Rev. Roger Royle , second only to Terry Wogan in terms 
of T.V. appearances. He is here for a year. In Senior Chapel he brought a new brand of humour to 
our sermons, which ranged from confessions that he was a fan of Barry Manilow to stories of his 
visits to spiritual call-ups in the East End. In the third week of term, the whole school witnessed the 
ordination of R.S.G. in the Abbey. 

And then there was the SYCOSS Concert, a notable success for all concerned, organised efficiently 
and it seemed totally, by the Andrews - Upton and Henderson. The notices during the run-up to the 
concert stating that it was joint with other schools in Sherborne left me slightly bemused as the 
school presented all five groups in varying degrees of musicality and visual impact. The result was a 
very enjoyable concert and a large sum of money for SYCOSS. One can only hope that more concerts 
of this kind can be organised in the future. StiU on matters musical, this term saw the start of weekly 
and not monthly congregational practices, which helped to wake most people up at the start of the 
weekend if nothing else. Whether our standard has gone up or not is debatable, but P.C.E. is never
theless full of praise. Did this help our efforts in the House Singing Festival? I cannot judge. Once 
again this annual event gave the Houses and their respective conductors a chance to show off their 
musical talent and express themselves - notably Westcott who appeared on the stage modelUng 
the latest in Perris' fashionable rugby wear and singing the only (?) song of the Jeapes/Sullivan 
partnership; I am reliably informed that the content was not to be taken to heart. The audience 
could only wonder whether The Green's rendition of 'Scarborough Fair' would not have been more 
aptly named 'We're forever blowing bubbles.' Nevertheless, the evening proved to be a remarkable 
success and was immensely enjoyed by all who took part, being nothing if not amusing. 

Literary efforts this term were comparably numerous with the publication of two House mag
izines, both of a very high standard in their own separate ways, and a large number of editions of 
Newsboard produced by the editors despite the Jack of response to their pleas for letters and 
articles. I believe that in one instance in complete frustration, one editor actually wrote in 
complaining about an article he had compiled in order to fill up the board. 

School House produced another edition of 'Watchdog' but I somehow doubt that it will be used 
as their prospectus in the years to come. The Green published the other magazine, possibly out of 
jealously for School's effort, called 'Nosferatu'. Though equally ingenious, the research into the 
origin of its name has drawn a blank. 

Thespian activities flourished this term, with three plays being produced. The customary Wallace 
House Play hit the O.S.R. stage half-way through the term with Oscar Wilde's 'The lmportance of 
Being Earnest'. Superbly executed in the main by Giles Whittell and Aidan Hartley, the play if any
thing lacked the seriousness which Mr. Wilde intended, but nevertheless, this did not detract from a 
very enjoyable evening. 
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The Oxbridge Play performed by those of the 7th Form who could manage the rest of term 
after their earlier efforts, was 'Travesties' by Torn Stoppard. It was directed and produced and almost 
totally acted by Paul Chavasse , brilliantly too. Some felt that the long soilloquies by the above were 
not conducive to the enjoyment of the play , but well-aimed intentional raw eggs to the head of Tim 
Jackson and unintentional smashed china changed these views. 

Also during the term about thirty boys took part in what was really a town affair, the Sherborne 
Community Play directed by Ann Jellicoe. The school took minor parts on the whole , apart from the 
Luftwaffe contingent , the four Karls. Various members of staff showed how it was meant to be done, 
in particular the partnership of J .S.S. and P.M.H.W. who together portrayed Goering; M.L.M., 
proprietor of the Digby Tap, and C.H.R.N. the Lenthay level-crossing keeper. 

To finish on an optimistic note, I see that the Appeal has passed its half-way mark, which can only 
be encouraging, and is doubtless still going strong. But beware, the committee is soon to tackle all 
O.S., with the impression (some say misguided) that they will boost the sum even higher. We shall see. 

Finally, may I offer my sincere apologies to all those who felt that they should have been 
mentioned here but were not.. ... 

Scholarships 

Clarke, A.C. 

Drewett, M. W. J. 

Dudgeon, T . J. 

Glasse , C. C. M. 

Jackson , T. D. W. 

Wade , M. F . 

Exhibitions 

Bennett, M. C. 

Bogle, A. R. L. 

Gell, M.A. 

Sheard, R. P. T. 

Whittell , M. J. 

Young,B. D. 

The Sherborne Diarist 

Oxford and Cambridge, Awards 1982 

at New College, Oxford in History to read History. 

at Trinity College, Cambridge in English to read English. 

at St. Catherine's College, Oxford in Biology and Chemistry to read Bio
chemistry. 

at Queen's College, Oxford in Chemistry and Mathematics to read Chemistry. 

at Selwyn College, Cambridge in French and German to read Modern 
Languages. 

at Jesus College, Cambridge in Mathematics and Physics to read Mathematics. 

at Magdalene College , Cambridge in English to read English. 

at Lincoln College, Oxford in Chemistry and Mathematics to read Chemistry. 

at Pembroke College . Cambridge in History to read History. 

at Merton College, Oxford in Chemistry and Mathematics to read Biology. 

at St. John's College Oxford in Physics and Mathematics to read Physics. 

at Jesus College, Oxford in Geography to read Geography. 
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Chapel Notes 

Last term saw the addition to Sherborne of Rev. Roger Royle and the ordination of Mr. Glen. 
Roger Royle took over the Senior services on Tuesday and Friday; using music and the personal 
approach to his sermons he soon made his services popular amongst the Sixth Form. Mr. Glen was 
ordained, with the whole school as his witness. in the first half of term. Since then he has been active 
in helping the Chaplain and taking his own Communion Service on Tuesday mornings. 

The School were allowed a hand in the Advent Sunday service, and boys from Abbey I-louse led 
the service. They did it well and set a good precedent for the future. 

Christian Forum, at Mr. Ash's house went from strength to strength with many speakers talking 
of topics during the Thursday afternoon meetings. We shall miss George Tice and Ally Macintosh and 
their help in leading the meetings. 

All in all last term was a good tenn and augurs well for the future. 
Andrew Henderson 

The Sixth Fonn Lectures 

The Sixth Form received only two lecwres last term which were nevertheless well chosen and 
professionally delivered and concerned matters of great interest to those who cared to listen. The 
Lectures were very different in content but both were concerned with telling us about relevant 
and up-to-date topics about which most people knew little. 

The first lecture was given by the deputy speaker of the I-louse of Commons, Bernard Weatherill 
M.P., and entitled 'Order, Order·. The lecture was amusing as well as informative as Mr. 
Weatherill spoke about his own job and the organisation of the House of Commons. Many were 
anxious to know what party he stood for but he was quick to point out that in his role as deputy 
speaker he was not entitled to a public opinion on the matter. Contrary to what I had imagined 
beforehand, the main aspect of his work was not standing in the chamber controlling boisterous 
back-benchers but organising various aspects of the I-louse. It appeared that most were prepared to 
lend an ear to this interesting lecture, increasing the strength of the belief that politics is far from 
dead in public schools. 

The final lecture of the term was delivered by Derrick Hurd J.P., who is the Head of the 
European School in England at Culham in Oxfordshire. He spoke about the European Schools in 
general and enlightened many as to the organisation of these schools in the Common Market 
countries. Mr Hurd traced the history of the schools from the conception of the first one in 
Luxembourg in the early seventies to the widely expanding chain of schools aU over Europe today. 
Then he arrived at what seemed to be the main theme of his talk - the education of the pupils and 
the running of his particular school. It appeared that while the school is a necessity for aU children 
of foreign businessmen in England, the basic teaching consists of eaither two or maybe three other 
European languages. This leaves little time for the sciences and other arts subjects and means that 
it is necessary to continue with up to twelve subjects until the international exam is taken at 
seventeen or eighteen. A pass in this exam enables some pupils - at a high grade - to be admitted 
to Oxford, Cambridge or any other university and we were told that a good many succeed. 

The must thank the S.T. for arranging two very enjoyable, interesting and well-presented lectures 
for the Sixth Form. 

R. Castle 
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The Sixth Fonn Conference: The Nuclear Dilemma 

If the opposition backbenchers were treated as the 'participants' in this conference were treated, 
I see no reason why the present Government should not gain an overwhelming majority at the next 
election. However, if the speakers in the conference were an indication of the standard of debates 
one sees in the House , then l would advise you all to go and lay each-way bets on the National 
Socialists, the Trish Nationalists, and the Ecologists. Wait for your returns and go and retire to your 
favourite tax-haven. But above all, do not look back. 

lt may appear that J have been a trifle harsh. As I write this on Uie eve of the Sixth-Form 
lecture entitled 'The Nuclear Question', given by Paddy Ashdown , who was undeniably the best 
speaker at the Sixth Form Conference, I will try and justify my opening paragraph. 

Credit must go to Jim Spicer, the local Conservative M.P., for organizing the event. But it was a 
pity that throughout the day , the Sixth Formers who had gathered from the many schools round 
about were never asked to contribute their opinions. The men on the stage in the Digby Hall were 
older and apparently wiser. They knew the answers so we were told, and we asked the questions. 
And that was that. 

Commiserations must go to Mr. Spicer also, since one of the most promising speakers could not 
attend the afternoon session, and so Mr. Spicer had to step in himself. But even when we had the 
original speakers, they were hopelessly mismatched, Dr. Williamson, putting forward the Board's 
case on the question of nuclear power, would have been the perfect foil for a representative of 
Greenpeace. As it was, he was useful in showing us in logical manner what Arthur Palmer had 
apparently said before. Arthur Palmer is a Labour M.P. and vice-chainnan of the Select Committee 
on Energy. If this Committe ever publishes its findings, one can only hope ..... But perhaps these 
things are better left unsaid. 

'Venom', demanded a certain History master before the afternoon session, ' I want venom.' But 
the only person who stood up to deliver this was abruptly squashed by the chairman of the 
'Unilateral v. Multilateral Debate'. As 1 have said, It was unfortunate that Alan Lee Williams was 
unable to attend. In the circumstances, Mr. Spicer made the best of a bad job. Paddy Ashdown 
was an excellent speaker representing the Unilateral side, and should provide a good Sixth Form 
lecture. 

I was glad I went. I came out feeling confident about nuclear power, and some interesting 
questions had been raised about disarmament. But I only hope that next time alJ the speakers are 
like Paddy Ashdown, and are prepared to go at each other's throats with 'venom' 

Angus Lockyer 

Newsboard 

The Newsboard cupboards (situated next to the Computer Room, for those who have not found 
it yet) were adorned on six occasions in this thirteen-week term. The customary hints were dropped 
unsurreptitiously and the location of the dusty pigeon-hole was revealed. But to no avail - in their 
frustration , the editors wrote themselves letters and condemned their own compositions. Scholastic 
enterprise certainly appeared to be in decay and the rot was only diverted by the contribution to the 
board of photographs to illustrate such major topics as the Dorset Opera, SYCOSS concert and, the 
Community Play. Correspondence formed a large part of our 'income', with letters ranging from 
complaints about complaints about predominance of the role of the choir in the Abbey Services, 
to the appraisal of the astro-style paint scheme on the Central Feeding trolleys. Major rugby matches 
were reviewed, and reports sulked their way into irrelevance in the top right hand comer of the 
board. 
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The string of interviews with new members of staff that was promised fell through after the first 
effort. Computer Games were attacked with vigour for their disruptive influence on what was 
described as the 'society of simple minds in Sherbome'. 

The net result was a degeneration to the relaying of items of news within the school, with no 
effort made to reproduce the artistic character of the establishment. Such a failing did not prevent 
the four editors from being promoted to the swirling heights of the School Magazine - this is not 
intended to be a reflection on the School Magazine in any way, might I add. Newsboard is the 
product which the consumer himself should produce for the most part. The editors are meant only 
to edit, moderate and post, allowing themselves occasionally a bit of free expression. By way of a 
final message I would only urge you to support Newsboard by arousing your donnant talent. 

Chris Ward 

Mendip Field Trip - I I th October, 1982 

A wet Monday morning ; a muddle of green wellies and brown Barbours - the essential ingredients 
for a Geography field trip. 

On the 11th October, the Lower 6th Geographers boarded a coach and left a wet Sherborne for a 
similarly wet Draycott at the foot of the Mendips and on the edge of Cheddar Moor. 

A quick jaunt up to the top of the Mendip Scarp in order to sketch the view, with particular 
emphasis on land use, followed our arrival at Draycott. Having walked back down to the coach, land 
use surveys were next on the agenda, much to the annoyance of the group who discovered the land 
they had to survey was back on top of the Scarp. 

A questionnaire was to be conducted and soil samples to be taken during the land use survey. 
Strawberries, we were told , were the livelihood of Draycott, but on a distinctly unpleasant day in 
mid-October, there was little evidence of either strawberries or life. After two hours tramping and 
with a handful of 'infonnation' to assimilate, the bedraggled geographers returned to the coach for 
their lunch hour. Or, at least, for what would have been an hour, but for the slightly suspicious late 
arrival of three of the party. 

A quick lunch therefore was taken in Cheddar, with the now traditional pork pies and 'Club' 
biscuits - courtesy of Central Feeding. This was immediately followed by an unscheduled wander 
around Gough 's Cave, deep in the side of the Mendips. This was particularly interesting as a lot of the 
physical features were classically illustrated. 

On coming out of the cave, there was a noticeable improvement in the weather. As a result, the 
coach pressed on to Burrington Coombe. Here , because of a shortage of time, the field sketch and 
levelling were cancelled, but the river discharge and valley cross-section measurements went as 
planned. In a slippery valley , Mr. Bowden found it hard to stay on his feet and one Abney level was 
lost without trace in the thick bracken. 

At about 5 o'clock , the coach left Burrington on an uneventful return journey. A quick tea was 
taken, and then it was off to the chemistry department to subject the soil samples to a number of 
analyses, the results of which were interesting and varied. 

At a little after 8 o'clock, both the staff and the boys returned to their houses for a well-deserved 
bath. 

R. Fawcett 
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The Wildman Society 

There were three debates for the Michaelmas term 1982. They were varied in their subject matter 
as well as in quality of speaking. They got progressively better as the term went on but unfortunately 
attendance became poorer and poorer at the same time. The first debate was 'This House Believes 
that animals should have the same right to Life as ourselves'. It was a vigorous debate, although 
the quali ty of the arguments was sometimes a bit dubious. Mr Bird mesmerised the floor with his 

dramatic style and his habit of dropping non sequiturs that seemed to be convincing at the time 
Mr. Patterson was much more logical and down to earth in his approach , although he confined 
himself too often to biblical references where rational argument would have done just as well in his 
opposition of the motion. Aidan Hartley continued Mr. Bird's cavalier way of doing things and alas 
his speech was even more nebulous, although it was done with great liveliness. Mr. Day finished off 
shooting down much of the proposition's arguments although his speech was entirely negative and 
critical as many of his future floor debates were to be. A majority of nine against the motion (which 
was virtually indefensible) was taken. 

The next debate was on the question of whether the Trades Unions should have political influence. 
Mr. Ridgeway opened for the motion with a particularly historical approach to the matter, and 
went on for rather too long saying various points more than once. Mr. Niven's approach was entirely 
emotional and full of irrelevant points that brilliantly succeeded in swaying the gullible floor into 
voting against the motion. Mr. Thomas's speech was said to be long-winded and repetitive, although 
whether this was actually true or not is a matter for debate, for there were those who thought it 
a good speech. Mr. Whetherall closed the debate with a highly emotive back-up to the even more 
emotive Mr. Niven, which was at times almost completely devoid of coherence. The best speech 
perhaps was Mr. Ridgeway's closing one, which was soundly rational and exposed the irrelevancy ot 
the opposition's speeches. Alas, logic failed to prevail and the opposition won by five votes (which, 
considering the size of the audience, was a fa irly large proportion). 

The final debate of the term had an excellent floor debate , very good speakers, both masters and 
boys, but a very poor turn-out, a sad reflection of the apathy in the school. The debate was on the 
issue of whether the future of the country depended upon an educational elite . Mr. Baker clinical in 
his analysis of the question. He regarded an elite as utterly necessary to the tutu re ot the country , and 
sort to get rid of any snobbish stigma that could be attached to the idea of elitism. Mr. Pedley's 
opposition speech was a fine ly-executed one with a tone of authority and decisiveness, although the 
confinement of his speech to the subject of Public Schools was sometimes misleading. Mr. Jeapes 
produced a sound speech that at times tended to go off on irrelevant tangents and used evidence that 
was slightly dubious. Mr. Spencer conducted a very finely-constructed speech full of quotations and 
jokes. The difficulty of his position opposing the motion, however , led him to make some fairly 
ineffectual points. Mr. Freeman , Mr. Day and Mr. Lees, among other people, made good floor 
speeches. The motion was carried in an inevitable way. Mr. Murison made the point that abstentions 
were best left to the old, wise and disillusioned. The debates were attended far more poorly than they 
deserved. We hope there will be an improved attendance this term. 

M. Thomas 

The Junior Film Society 

This term has seen a change in the organisation of the Junior Film Society. It has become what 
its name states it to be. There are no illusions about the resentment which this change has produced 
in the Upper School, or about the problems caused by the limitation of the number of tickets to 
eleven for each house; but it is felt very stc!lgly that it is better to run the Society well for a few 
than to run it badly for all. 

We are waiting, of course, for our panacea, in the form of the converted Methodist Schoolroom, 
where all those interested will be able to see (and hear) films in much greater comfort than is at 
present possible. It the meantime , however, we have a choice between the Big Schoolroom, where 
the sound quality has of late been atrocious, and on the other hand the Turing Lecture Theatre, 
with a max.imum seating capacity of under a hundred (and that achieved at a considerable squeeze). 
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To judge by end-of-term trials, it seems that the new loudspeakers to be used in the Big 
Schoolroom will give much improved sound quality. They have been built in the T.A.C. under the 
guidance of Mr. Childs, who has also undertaken the repair of the projectors. There would seem to be 
plenty of room for optimism for the Lent Term, but we have now found out that, by a further 
ironic twist, the Big Schoolroom is onJy available for Films on three Saturdays of Term! Let us hope 
that these three, at least, go well. 

The films shown in the Michaelmas Term offered, on the whole, a predictable dose of escapist 
fantasy. 'Dogs of War' and 'Rollerball', the latter receiving its second Sherborne showing, were, 
to say the least, a violent experience. The emphasis, however. was on comedy. 'Airplane' is a very 
funny parody of the disaster movie and the enduring memory of 'The Blues Brothers' will be of 
highly-contrived car chases; Peter Sellers's 'Being There' and Woody Allen's 'Sleeper' depended on a 
quieter type of humour, and there was plenty of comedy too in 'For Your Eyes Only', which 
provided the usual Bond mixture. On the whole the term's offerings seem to have been well received. 

Members of the Society owe a considerable debt of gratitude to /\ndrew Thomson and his helpers 
from Lyon House, not only for giving up a lot of time to show lilms - the job, if done well, is much 
more time.consuming than the uniniated realize - but also for the many hours put in on the 
construction of the new loudspeakers for the Big Schoolroom. The projectionists have coped very 
well with some unreliable equipment , and the sound quality in the Turing has been almost invariably 
good. We are particularly grateful to Mr. Childs for all the help which he has given us. 

It is not easy to predict what form the Film Society will take over the coming years. Perhaps 
our projectors will be largely replaced by the video recorder. Certa inly, when the Methodist 
Schoolroom is fully fitted out it is very important that a lot of thought should go into the choice 
and installation of equipment. The School deserves far better facilities than those which it at present 
possesses. 

PTS 
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House Spirit? 

In days of old. an arucle such as this would start with an initial assumptinn that such a thing 
did exist The question mark in the title would be absent and the art icle would immediate!} progress 
into describing the different kinds of spirit present. But m ttmes such as our o ...... n. an article of this 
nature must qucst10n the very ex1s1ence of a House spirit before analysing what examples there may 
be. 

l think it would be fair to say that there has been a marked decline in llouse spirn over the last 
few decades. The reasons for such a decline are not so apparent. Over the last ten years there has 
been a change in the innux of boys at Sherborne. Not so much in numbers (although this has in
creased) but more in the kind of boy, his background and his attitude. Boys have come from bigger 
schools in recent years and it appears that this possible decline in spirit at preparatory school has 
resulted in this apparent decline at Public School. (I will deal with Sherborne individually, although 
it must be remembered that Sherbome, on the whole does represent the Public School in general.) 

Consider a boy who has come from a small isolated Preparatory School in Sussex; thrust him into 
the Sherbome School environment and he will cling to his House to save his life for his first few 
terms. Now take the case of the boy who has come from a preparatory school where he was one 
of, say, four hundred people. Put him into the same Sherborne environment and he will see his House 
merely as a place where he can keep his books and catch up on his sleep. It is not surprising that a 
spirit does not thrive if the spirit was never planted. 

If the decline of House Spirit is seen as a disadvantage, then there is one advantage which arises 
from this decline · there seems to be an ever-increasing School Spirit present. An universal feeling 
in the School is developing, resulting in the breakdown of barriers between the Houses. This is 
illustrated in the relaxed atmosphere now existing between most llouses. People can go at virtually 
any time into other Houses without any real problem. Compare this with the hostile atmosphere 
present some twenty years ago. Then , the Houses were virtually a series of independent schools 
combining only for lessons and sport. 

The gradual introduction of sporting fixtures against other schools has helped to bring together 
the Houses. The chance for members of eight or nine different Houses to play under the same captain 
has naturally had its effects. More recently, the 'Central Feeding' system has similarly helped boys to 
congregate regardless of their House . 

So far, the term 'House Spirit' has been passed over with a total assumption of its actual meaning. 
Yet the question, 'what exactly is House Spirit?' must inevitably be asked. As C. S. Lewis would say, 
often the best means of definition is through example. There are essentially two types of House 
Spirit: i) The Spirit within the House which is unrelated to the outside world and, ii) the Spirit of 
the House when the House is on show, or being compared with others .. 

Examples of the first are harder to come by. The only possible examples that can be given are 
extremely specific and would not perhaps mean much to the general reader. llowever, for the sake of 
completeness, the example that comes to mind is the entertainments at the end of the Christmas 
term. This varies from House to House, but the general idea and feel of the event does hint at an 
atmosphere of House unity. Members of the House getting up and perfom1ing sketches relevant 
solely to the House in front of Housemaster and boys must surely be an example of I louse Spirit. 
Indeed , I would go as far as to say that this is one of the few areas which has resisted the decaying 
power or time and changing attitudes. 

Examples of the second class of House Spirit (when t11e House is on show) are easier to find. 
Perhaps one only has to look as far as House Plays, House Concerts, Rugby matches, the House 
Singing Festivals, or even the inter-House cross country. People sit back and watch these events 
applauding and commenting on 'the fine performance of the Hous1" :iJ1u concluding that House 
Spirit is still very much with us. I think that such an observer perhaps lacks perception. I am not 
ruling out the existence of House Spirit in these examples, but l would like to stress that the events 
aren't bubbling with perhaps the degree of House fervour which appears to the observer in question. 
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Taking the House Singing Festival in particular, the event is more a representation of the atmos
phere and character of each House, rather than an illustration of the spirit within each House. This is 
nos so much a renection on the event, but more a reflection on the growing lack of competition 
between Houses. 

Similarly on the cross-country course; it is only the minority who are actually running with their 
House in mind. Personal glory and incentive prevail in the attitudes of the runner as opposed to a 
sense of duty towards their House. For, in essence , the definition of House Spirit is the feeling of 
wanting your house to do well; always trying to further the cause and increase the welfare of the 
House. Instead of closing your eyes and thinking of England, each boy should be thinking of his 
House! 

• • 

J udging from the examples I have given, the second kind of House Spirit is rapidly dwindling 
where there is a competitive element. The individual House Spirit is becoming less obvious to out
siders when Houses are drawn up next to each other, whether it be in the Abbey or on the Rugger 
Field . When Houses are grouped together for an event, boys are beginning to find their incentive 
from the event itself rather than their loyalty to their House_ There is a shift of emphasis from the 
motivation provided by the House, to the motivation provided by the actual event. 
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The cross-country event has already been mentioned as an example. People are starting to run 
more for the event and themselves rather than the House, and people also start playing rugger 
more for the enjoyment of winning, rather than the enjoyment of winning for the House. House 
plays are performed for the satisfaction of producing a good play, rather than getting a good name 
for the House . One can begin to see this over-rated change of emphasis. 

However, although this related spirit may be dying, I hope I have made it clear that the internal, 
unrelated spirit of the House is still very much in existence. Perhaps the distinction between the two 
types of spirit is not as obvious as I made out. It is a subtle distinction. but also a very important 
one. The causes for the destruction of this second kind of spirit have been mentioned, but not 
much has been said about the causes for the existence of the first category of House Spirit (the 
internal 'unrelated' spirit). 

First , l do not think that every House possesses this spirit. Some Houses pride themselves on 
heritage and they feel that this immediately stimulates a House Spirit. Other Houses have an extra
ordinarily casual appearance, but do in fact possess this inner llouse Spirit. 

The only way of establishing exactly what causes this presence of spirit. is by examining the 
specific, individual qualities these Houses possess. For one, the introduction of separate 'bedsits' 
at an early stage of a boy's career, certainly has its effects. There is a lot to be said for the 
communal life and atmosphere in a large dormitory. Some Houses experience this stimulating 
environment (1 say stimulating, as it is a place for great discussions, both philosophical and 
controversial) throughout their entire career. Others are separated after only a year. 

The beneficial aspect of the 'House Lunch' must be in doubt.Although, of course, they don't 
do any harm , I thin k they are vastly over-rated in terms of their ability to rejuvenate waning House 
fraternity. Certainly sport does play its part in increasing a House Spirit. and some I louses pride 
themselves as being 'sporting Houses'; similarly other Houses pride themselves in being singularly 
'unsporting'. Some Houses pride themselves in efficiency, whilst others pride themselves on a harm
less sort of apathy! All these traits do help to bolster this first category of spirit within the House. 
This, l believe.is still very much with us. it is the second category whose existence must be seriously 
doubted. 

If the establishment is beginning to wonder about House Spirit. it can rest assured that the 
universal spirit of the School is still there and is quietly growing. 

Jon Stock 

Random Refl ections of a Former Editor 

It must be remembered that, in 1947, we were only just recovering from the 2nd World War. Most 
boys had fathers involved in it. On the other hand the literary scene was ins~ired by poets like Aude~ 
and Eliot· Galsworthy, Hemingway and Evelyn Waugh among prose-writers; and Salvador Dalt, 
together ~ith Picasso, had already struck the art world a formidable blow, from which it never 
removed completely . 

Canon Ross Wallace was my Housemaster in School House, as well as being my Headmaster. 
He knew l had been entering a completely open field for two years in the Longmuir English prize, 
and the School Prize Poem. So he asked myself and John Streeter of School House, to act as 
Editors in 1937. I co-opted Benet Andrew Weatherhead, of Mr. Elderton's House, who also wrote 
verse very well in the style of Auden. He is now a Dominican monk. 

Let no one ever tell me that it is an easy job to be an Editor of anything. One gets more 
complaints than congratulauons! It happened also that your Trinity article on Public School 
Magazines, page 11, was true of Sherbome. 'Sport held a greater sway over the School', I must add 
than anything else. The older copies of The Shirbumian we used as ed itors, contained only accounts 
of Rugby, Football and Cricket Matches. Blow by blow accounts of every single Rugby and Cricket 
Match played during this time was all the School had to read! There was no literary section at all. 
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John Streeter, Andrew Weatherhead, and myself met , and decided a change was necessary. We 
thought some photographs, some prose and verse contributions, and letters from readers were 
essential. Either the last issue of 1936, or the first of I 937 contained all these . To the horror of some 
members of the establishment and to the dismay of Canon Ross Wallace, who was told by the 
Abbey Bookshop that it would increase the costs of production by some £.45.00! He gallantly 
agreed. Not without persuasion. 

Publishing resources in The Abbey Bookshop were then very restricted regarding type-faces, 
paper and bindings. But it became an early form of pleasure to me as Editor to deliver the copy to 
the print-room. Though the staff may have been limited in resources, they were very practical and 
long-suffering. They had to be. 

There was then no master-in-charge. Copy had to be submitted direct to the Headmaster by 
myself. He struck out anything too subversive! Editorial conferences took place in a School House 
study, once a term , the only members present being John Streeter, Andrew Weatherhead and myself. 
Our main difficulty was lack of materiaJ. So we hit on the idea of appointing a representative in each 
House in the School , to act as a talent scout, collect contributions in his house as a sub-editor, and 
bring them in every term to. us. Remember please - we had no typewriters available! The final copy 
took hours to produce. John Streeter's study used to resemble a room in Bloomsbury! Full of waste
paper baskets. 

Members of the staff were asked to contribute fo r the first time. I remember especially George 
Yeates, W. B. Sims, and Frank Ling. The former was a brilliant naturalist and photographer. He had 
had articles and photographs already accepted by 'Country Life'. Some of his photos were the first 
ever published in The Shirburnian. Others who aided and abetted were - Canon D. B. Eperson, who 
produced graphic accounts of U1e School Archaeological Society and their wanderings; Howard 
Baker and Francis Pictou , whom we called in to advise on Foreign Countries and the world of Music. 
Very few members of the staff failed to produce some useful entries. 

Not only did the benign ghost of Thomas Hardy linger in the shades to encourage an Editor, there 
were also Siegfried Sassoon. In the J930's, his writing career almost over. he had retired to live in the 
old Manor House at Heytesbury, Wilts. 

His nephew Hamo shared my tiny study in School House in the years 1935 to 1936. He was a 
very fast wing three-quarter! My own writing and editorial career was just beginning. 

Hamo received letters from Uncle Siegfried. I remember the hand-writing now - the words small 
and clearly formed , each letter legible. The hand of someone well-educated and read in classical 
literature as Siegfried was. 

We opened them together, reverently, by the light of a gas fire. One I remember well, contained 
the poem 'Vigils '. 

We were of age that still wrote rhymed verse. But what do you rhyme with 'Vigil"! 
Siegfried had discovered one. We read the small copper-plate writing. It was 

'You whose vigil 
Is deed and sigil, 
Bond and service of lives after -
See le, in seeing 
Your own blind being, 
Peace, remote in the morning star.' 

But please do not. ask me what a SIGIL is, or was! 

Note: A Sigil is a sign or seal, often associated with occult practices - Ed. 
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Hanging over our literary heads was the spectre of Alec Waugh 's book written at Sherbome, 
'The Loom of Youth'. This had created quite unnecessary excitement at Sherborne , and in the 
public-school world of its day; containing as it did, references to the exploits of a member of School 
House, who climbed out of the House one night through the cellar boot-hole, and spent an amusing 
evening enjoying himself with the young ladies at Pack-Monday Fair! Such was the establishment 
view on sex at the time, that the book frightened some authorities at Sherborne and other schools 
almost as much as ' Lady Chatterly's Jover'. 

I regarded the AJec Waugh legend as safely laid to rest, when we were able to print a letter from 
his father. Arthur, the literary critic, who always sent the Editor a Xmas card as a result ! 

Let me add, in conclusion, that to be ignorant about well-known literary figures is not something 
exclusive to any generation. We experienced some difficulty, even in 1938, when considered to be 
quite advanced and revolutionary, with intelligent members of the School who did not know the 
difference between Alec Waugh and his brother, Evelyn; between Aldous Huxley and T. H. Huxley ; 
and even , alas, between D. H. Lawrence and T. E. Lawrence! 

Confusion, as always, reigned in the Editorial chair. It was fortunate that we had some intelligent 
members of staff, who were able to tell us the essential characteristics of these literary giants when 
they were not busying themselves on the local golf-course - which began to produce 
a new 9 holes, or with affairs of St ate like the Abdication of King Edward VIII. 

God Bless Them. And yourselves! 
John Durnford. October J 982 

{The author of this article left the School at the end of 1981, and spent some of the time before going 
up to Cambridge as described above. Ed) 

Are Books Dead? 

Go into a crowded bookshop, look at the hundreds of new titles published every month , consider 
the expensive advertisements produced by the ever-increasing legion of book clubs - anyone who 
thinks that books are dying must be mad. Mad or not, I regard the very instances I have just 
mentioned as evidence of death on the shelves. 

Let me remind you what books are: a means of communication fo r the sake of pleasure and 
profit. I will try to deal with both these ends, beginning with the latter. Books convey information 
swiftly, cheaply and easily to a large number of people, just as do television or radio programmes. 
Like what is shown on T.V., books are either entertaining or necessary, or both; the only difference 
between books and T .V. o r radio is in the manner of conveyance. 

If this description is in any way accurate, I can see no reason why books should survive the 
decade. Despite prices of £10 or £20, books really are cheap; but compared to television they are 
cripplingly expensive. (Contrary to what some people think, the working-classes even on the dole 
have large colour TV's precisely because they are poor. Any other form of entertainment - such as 
going to the pub - would cost far more than an evening's telly.) As for information or instruction, 
it would be hard to maintain that books instructed better than films or tape-recordings. Do books 
store information better than other sources? I doubt it ; even the most primitive computer has a 
better storage and retrieval system than the many-indexed ' Anatomy of Melancholy'. 

Furthermore, even if we ignore the competition from tape of one kind or another, why read books 
if it's information you want? I have heard it said recently that the weekly intellectual journals such 
as 'The Spectator' or 'The New Statesman' will give you all the latest ideas on the highest and deepest 
topics. Why read Newton after Einstein? Why read Gibbon when all his great work can be reduced 
to summary form, critically adjusted by the best of modern scholarship? Why read Aristotle when 
alJ his main ideas can be found - with useful explanations - in the pocketable form of a ' Past 
Masters' pamphJet (complete with computer-designed picture of the grand old Stagirite on the front 
cover)? Why read 60 vols. of the Summa Theologiae (based, of course, on outmoded philosophical 
principles) when you can have Kenny on Aquinas in less than 60 pages? No, keep to the newspapers 
(esp. the Sundays) and the weekly journals, and the information wilJ be bubbling out of your ears 
in no time. More to the point, it can come bubbling out of your mouth at cocktail-parties without 
disturbing the regular current of more topical issues. 
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The truth is, I believe, that books are a poor source, medium and repository or information. All 
the more remarkable, then, is the increasing tide of non-fiction which fills the bookshops. The 
following are examples or topics to which recent books have been devoted: painted buses in Bolivia; 
Victorian lavatories (this one entitled 'Temples of Convenience': heroes and heroines of Liberia: a 
history of explosions in locomotive boilers; the social history or the machine-gun(!). It is hardly 
surprising that a book on the Haytor Granite Railway went into a second edition. 

Now. I cannot believe that the number of people who really wish to know about any of these 
topics is large enough to sell an edition. But these books do sell- indeed they are one of the few 
kinds which do. Nevertheless, it is hard to believe that so many people want so much instruction. 
Here, almost by chance, I think we stumble upon a real difference between books as they were and 
as they are now. An hundred years ago no-one went to a book for instruction (except possibly Mrs. 
Beeton's), and few books (save Bradshaw's and dictionaries) provided information. Everyone surely 
has had the experience of trying to grasp the rules of a game or the method of some task of 
construction with the aid of an accompanying leaflet of instruction. Eventually he has thrown it away 
in frustration and worked it out by reason and observation. Try learning to play the violin, or how to 
plaster a wall by reading a book: five minutes' personal demonstration is worth fifty volumes. So 
much for instruction, but don't books provide infom1ation? Yes, they do but you don't read books 
like encyclopaediae, you consult them. The only informative books which are worth reading are 
those in which the information is either out-of-date {Isidore's Etymologarium), or useless (Isaac 
d' lsraeli's 'Curiosities of Literature'). On the other hand. the books people did read in the past - the 
ones they read over and over again , taught in schools and exhorted their ch ildren to read - gave no 
instruction or information whatsoever. What they did provide (and still do) is knowledge. But that 
is a different matter. Judging from the kind of books I see around - the non-fiction books that still 
keep life in the old dog Biblos - no-one wants knowledge, only information or instruction. More 
precisely, what we want is knowledge ready-made into information or instruction. It is not simply 
a question of eltort, lor the acquisition or information often requires enormous effort; and 
knowledge is often just suddenly born, as the Ancients so aptly noted in the story of Athena's birth. 
Imagine a hunter who never saw a pheasant in his sights but always game-pie, a bottle of Burgundy 
and good company; that's the way people take aim nowadays when they read serious books. They 
want results, even if they're difficult to digest. Knowledge won't give you that. In fact, it will give 
you very little, except more perplexity than assurance, a sense of diminishing intellectual powers. 
and a tendency towards incompetence in the necessary affairs of the world . But then some people 
like that: they prefer it to having facts and opinions at their fingertips. 

The books we used to read - Homer, Plato, Euclid, etc - may survive in exactly the same way 
as they have always done: plugged in to the heart-lung machine called Education. The extreme case 
of not being allowed to die with dignity is the Chinese patient. He lies in a distant ward, and one is 
never sure whether or not he has finalJy expired. What we do know is that for literally centuries the 
'sacred' books of ancient China were kept alive by the simple expedient of making exhaustive 
knowledge of them a necessary qualification for attaining a position of any consequence from 
telegraph boy to civil engineer. What effect such an education, based on the mastery of books largely 
incomprehensible and wholly irrelevant, had on the development of Chinese society may be deduced 
from reading Dr. Jospeh Needham's 'Science and Civilisation in Ancient China' (one of the few really 
'serious' books written in the last fifty years}, or, more entertainingly, Ernest Bramah's Kai Lung 
stories. My point, however, is that here, as in China, education keeps books alive artificially. Without 
'O' and 'A' levels, for instance, all poetry would have gone to its grave years ago. That means all 
the stu ff that's wri tten today, as well as Chaucer and Milton . Of course, there are books of poetry 
still pub lished, written by real, live poets; but then there are people who get together to speak 
Esperanto and thriving clubs for amateurs of the Northumbrian bagpipes. 

My argument so far has been concerned chiefly with non-fiction books, what we call serious 
reading. I maintain that we do not get nor do we want, what we used to want and get formerly. 
Knowledge and learning have been replaced by information and instruction; there's no doubt that 
books are more useful these days. I do not mean, however, to ignore the heart of the matter -
what the life of books depends on - p leasure. 

One cannot claim that books are dying because they have ceased to give anything but pleasure; 
nor can it be reasonably argued that the pleasure to be had from reading is merely a means of 
attraction to some otherwise unappetizing profit. From my own experience, I know that I am wasting 
my time with the works of Eric Ambler or P. G. Woodhouse, but J know equally well that I read 
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them over and over again for nothing except pleasure. What is the best example of a book which is 
successful simply because it pleases? A Best-seller. What does a book need to become a best-seller? 
It used to be sex and violence a little while ago , but we've moved on since then. I think that the 
following plot, skilfully handled, would stand a chance: 

A successful young woman starts to feel the strain of coping with her career and her family . She 
is, of course , separated from her husband. A good Catholic upbringing (lapsed, for the sake of 
probability) provides a few grains of guilt to aggravate the strain. She begins to act in an odd way -
sudden hysterical outbursts, etc. - culminating in acts of physical violence on her children and on 
her own person. After a round of visits to psychiatrists (some ECT and Primal Scream therapy thrown 
in here) she turns to her last hope: the local RC priest. He is an earnest young man (preferably 
first introduced to the reader agonizing over the sufferings of the world, having just administered 
the last rites to some child mangled in a road accident), deeply committed and desperately unworldly. 
He comes to realize that she is possessed by evil spirits, and - the usual methods failing - proceeds 
to exorcise them by having a violent and singularly exotic love affair with this woman. This 
'treatment' works. (A plot of this kind need bear no relation to reality: it is suggested to the reader 
that the priest is showing selfles.5 charity to her, while violently cleansing the temple of her body 
of the demons.) The young priest, filled with remorse at having lost his purity, kills himself. (We are 
made to feel that he is really some kind of martyr.) She , now cured , understands that he has 
sacrificed himself for her, and enters a convent/goes gibbering back to a loony-bin - it doesn't much 
matter which. There is a platitudinous ending where the children are seen as the only hope for the 
future. 

Compared with what I've read, my story would be rather tame. I can' t do international espionage , 
or supernaturally malevolent domestic animals; and I'm forced to concede that in some human 
affairs my powers of imagination are limited. But I do think that my novel would be very close to 
current best-sellers (the books people buy for pleasure?) in the essence of its appeal. Sex and violence 
aren't enough any more ; only sex of the most extraordinary piquancy and violence of the most 
ingeniously painful will do. The novelist of today must take his example from the explorer of 
yesterday: he must go where no-one has gone before and explore the uttermost reaches of sensation. 
He must regularly go off the dial on the Richter scale of emotional intensity. In order to achieve this, 
all moral sense must be effaced, which is why novels of this kind so often depend on ideas like 
spiritual possession, alien influence or monstrous mutations of nature. The story of E.T. represents 
a mirror-image of the same tendency: truly human sympathy can only exist for the sake of non
humans. But let that pass. 

Although it 's easy to underestimate the power of the printed word to cause sensations, it is never
theless clear that this kind of writing - this kind of pleasure - has its limits. Even putting aside the 
claim that other forms of expression are better suited to this end, it must be admitted that sensational 
effects pall quickly unless quickly followed by more effects of a more sensational kind. Anyone 
who has watched a firework display will know this. Human nature is mortal and finite; the emotional 
faculties - even when they play the tyrant over the -imagination - suffer the touch of transience 
especially. This kind of pleasurable literature will surely die, and die quickly: it carries its own bane 
with it as does the pleasure it arouses. I can't imagine anyone reading 'The Rats' or 'The Fog' more 
than once; but 'The Code of the Woosters' and 'Gentleman prefer Blondes' are read over and over 
again, even though their greatest admirers would claim little more for them than that they provide 
entertainment It has to be accepted, I suppose, that current popular literature does provide 
entertainment; but it is unquestionable that it is not the same enjoyment as other books, also with no 
pretensions beyond entertainment, provide. The new kind of entertainment (which I would call pure 
sensation) is doomed because it never satisfies. Tue thirst is never slaked but provoked to new 
niceness; the appetite is whetted more and more sharply but there's never any food. The sensational 
novel struts through our imaginations killing, wounding and imprisoning all other books from which 
we might derive enjoyment. 

Sven Hassell will effectively destroy C. S. Forrester because although both aim to be exciting, 
the former excites a different part of our nature into which the former fears to tread. After 'Jaws', 
even the remarkable mob scenes of 'A Tale of Two Cities' seem flat. What do you expect? 
Fortunately , Dickens has as yet only been made a prisoner, who gets let out from time to time when 
readers seek a different kind of pleasure from books. (Of course, he's only kept alive on a miserable 
diet of'O' and ' A' level exams). Poor Shakespeare is merely maimed. 

Successful non-fiction is of the same kind as successful fiction: both offer the reader a great deal 
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of what he earlier only wanled a very Little. He is now g.iven lots of information and instruction 
whereas before he was asked to accept the merest scrap of knowledge; where previously he wished 
for some modest amusement, or to escape from mundane toils, now his scalp is made to itch and his 
palms to sweat. 

Books have always given profit and pleasure, but there are some kinds of profit and pleasure wh.ich 
are simply not what books are for. The failure to distinguish between different kinds of pleasure or 
knowledge - the ignorance that there are such distinctions - seems to me itself the distinguishing 
mark of our age, although we are inheritors and not the originators. Not long ago there was an 
advertising campaign that struck me as remarkable for two reasons. It claimed thal certain beer 
had given Europe more pleasure than the works of Beethoven, Michaelangelo and Goethe put 
together. I found this remarkable not because it is in a certain way quite clearly true, but because I 
didn't know that advertising copy-writers were brought up on the philosophy of Benthamite 
Utilitarianism. More remarkable, however, was the notion that you could actually sell something 
by insisting on the amount of pleasure without referring to its kind. I expect Bentham would be 
turning in his grave, poor fellow, if he had allowed himself the consolation of one to lie in. lnstead , 
he sits and holds skeletal court at University College, preserved by Education in living death. Like 
books. But when they really die, I hope they got a decent burial. I for one will raise a monument 
whatever the cost. In fact, r will take the present opportunity to start a fund - now, who would 
like to be the first to make a contribution? 

MAS-W 

A Remarkable Retrieve 

The wood was a big one, almost a square mile, though not square in shape. It filled the lower 
slopes of a broad valley whose bottom, in amongst the trees, was badly drained and after a period 
of heavy rain held standing water. Sizeable trout could be taken from the stream which ran through 
the wood and at intervals the brook spread out into broad shallows across the valley floor where farm 
tracks passed through the wood from one side of the valley to the other. Some years ago most of 
the wood had been felled. Copses and belts of deciduous trees had been spared, but now the majority 
of the land had been re-planted with conifers whose varying maturity created distinctive blocks 
of firs within the wood. To prepare the ground for conifers extensive drainage had been undertaken 
and many ditches several feet deep ran across the lower slopes to the stream. ln one part of the wood 
the drainage had not been effective and apart from the very edge of the ditches most of the young 
conifers had died in the waterlogged soil. in their place a thick undergrowth of rough grass, brambles 
and young blackthorn thickets had emerged. The young forester had tried his best and had trimmed 
the edges of the ditches, thrusting the stems of the scrubby vegetation, many of them inches thick, 
into the ditch to allow light to reach the few surviving trees, but the result was an area very difficult 
to traverse. 

For many years I had had permission to shoot within the wood, initially for pigeon only, but, 
as trust had grown, extended to include all game. As can be imagined the wood, which was sheltered, 
warm, contained water and a variety of foodstuffs, was the home of all manner of wildlife. Roe 
deer, pheasant, woodcock, duck and snipe in hard weather, foxes when the Hunt was away and 
always wood pigeon, could be found within it, as well as hares and rabbits along its fringes. It was a 
lonely and magical place to be , particularly at dusk when the buzzards had drifted away and one's 
wait for the mallard flighting into the shallows was made even more full of suspense by the roding of 
woodcock flickering across the tree tops. 

Swig and I had entered the wood at the downstream , eastern end and were gradually making our 
way back to the farmhouse. Two pigeon had been shot as they clapped their way out of the more 
mature firs and one hen pheasant flushed from a ready comer by Swig, had been spared. We seldom 
shot at them and never in January. After half an hour of slow walking we still had only the two 
pigeon in the bag and had reached the badly drained section of brambles and blackthorn. Ahead of 
me Swig's tail began to wag even faster than usual and he began to search urgently and systematicaJJy 
from one clump of cover to the next. in the way which he has he suddenly stopped , half pointed, and 
dived into a patch of low brambles from which erupted a crackling cock pheasant. It was too close 
to shoot decently and so I waited a moment before swinging through the bird, pulled the trigger 
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and had the satisfaction.of seeing the pheasant tumble down into a thicket of low thorn bushes 
at the base of a tall, solitary ash tree. It was an easy bird to mark and so I turned back to Swig , 
lying alertly at the point where he had flushed the pheasant, and sent him off for the retrieve. As 
usual he went downwind be fo re turning his nose into the breeze as he worked back towards the 
falJ of the bird . Co nfident that I had marked the fall precisely and confident that Swig, judging 
by the movemen ts of grass and brambles, was on the right line I chewed a sweet and waited. By now 
the bushes at the base of the tree were shaking constantly , Swig was at the fall . After two o f three 
minutes of Swig's fruitless searching the first seeds of doubt began to appear and I moved closer 
to see if he needed help. Swig was repeatedly moving from a handful of pheasant feathers at the 
base of the tree towards a shaJlow flooded area and back again. Clearly the pheasant I had thought 
was dead had run into and through the shaJlow water and the scent was lost. What to do? 

Hating to leave a wounded bird, even one patently as strong a runner as this pheasant appeared 
to be, 1 determined to move downwind and then systematically allow Swig to hunt upwind through 
the area beyond the ash tree. With Swig at heel I walked South for a distance of some three hundred 
yards, turned West for a short distance, then turned North into the wind towards the ash tree. Swig 
had hunted for no more than a minute when up rose a cock pheasant: thinking it might have been 
the original bird I shot it. Swig brought it back. It was dead and on close inspection its wings were 
different from the oroginal bird. We continued searching, Swig working from left to right as 
regularly as a metronome , and we retraced a third of the distance to the ash tree when we came 
upon one of the sapHng-filled ditches. It was marginally easier to move along the edges of the ditch 
and I did so. Swig meanwhile constantly to my right. A movement in the ditch ahead of me caught 
my eye: it was a cock pheasant sHpping furtively aJong the bottom of the ditch. I lost sight of it 
beneath some debris and whistled Swig. As Swig had a moment's respite sitting at heel l wo rked out 
that this was the wounded pheasant which must have run away fro m its fall , through the shallow 
water, into the dense undergrowth and eventually into the ditch from which it had been unable to 
climb because o f the ditch's deep, vertical sides. 

With a wave in the appropriate direction I sent out Swig. He picked up the scent immediately, 
dived into the ditch and forced his way furiously through the inter-twined branches alongside the top 
of the ditch . Occasioanl glimpses of the pheasant showed him, with his smaller bulk, gaining on us 
and so I called Swig from the ditch , sent him along the edge for a distance and then back into the 
ditch close behind the bird. Luckily for the pheasant a particularly dense mesh of stems prevented 
even Swig's progress. The spaniel left the ditch for ten yards then jumped back in and continued his 
search. By now we were back level with the ash tree and Swig was starting to look perplexed and to 
hunt for scent beyond the ditch. Giving him his head he eventually jumped back into the ditch 
and returned the way he had come. In a moment or two he was once again moving forcefully and I 
realised that when Swig had left the ditch, thwarted by the impenetrable stretch, the pheasant had 
doubled back. I must have walked past it! 

By this time both dog and master were in fine lather, but the impenetrable patch that had aided 
the cock pheasant's escape now proved its undoing. It must have decided that security lay amongst 
the tangled stems because it decided to stay there. I went to one end of the impassable stretch while 
Swig approached from the other. Somehow Swig managed to thrust his nose beneath the branches 
and with powerful thrusts of his hindquarters seemed to heave the debris over his shoulders. After 
a minute or two a snuffled grunt told that Swig had his bird and with a considerable effort he thrust 
the pheasant, held gently between panting jaws, up from the ditch bottom through the debris. 
Taking the wingtipped bird finnly - I didn't fancy pursuing him again - I took one look at the huge 
spurs on the cock's legs, easily the largest I had ever seen, and despatched him making a mental 
note that this one would need a prolonged casserole to become tender. 

The hero of the adventure was, of COllrse, looking thoroughly smug and pleased with himself, 
that is, if it is possible to look smug when lying full length in a deep puddle of water with blood 
from innumerable cuts and scratches masking one's face. Swig was content to walk at heel all the way 
back to the farm. I reckon he deserved no Jess for by now it was dusk: that pheasant had taken us 
the best part of a mile and an hour and half to retrieve. It's a dog's life. 

O.J.P. 
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The Joint Orchestral Concert 

Once again we were given a very impressive performance by the musical youth of Sherborne. 
Four schools were responsible for an extremely enjoyable evening of light classical music. The concert 
started with a medley of songs entitled 'An Ellington Portrait ', arranged by Floyd Werle and played 
by the Concert Band. The melodies were familiar for the most part and, if not, their very nature 
stimulated interest. After this somewhat nostalgic piece, the Second Orchestra played 'The 
Pilgrims' March by Mendelssohn and then 'Six Dances' by Bartok which struck me as containing 
an oriental flavour, a spice which makes any piece all the more attractive. 'The Sirens of Sherborne', 
known locally as the Girls' School Madrigalists, gave us their customary, immaculate performance 
full of vocal fortitude. They sang several songs of sadness and lament and finally a burst of Negro 
Spirituals, the first being appropriate to the imminent season. The climax of the concert was the 
First Orchestra. However, their first piece, 'Hungarian March' by Berlioz. seemed to slip out of step 
once or twice. The Capricco Espagnol by Rimsky-Korsakov was superb. As a piece of music it is 
rousing and this effect with its variation was conveyed excellently by the musicians . 

It is difficult to be too complimentary about the concert. The high standard of the performance 
was prajseworthy and congratulations should , of course, be extended to the conductors, arrangers 
and organisers for their sp.lendid achievement. 

Chris Ward 

House Singing Festival Monday: 25th October 1982 

The House Singing Festival was a good evening of forthright and lively entertainment that was 
enjoyed by a large audience. rt had spirit - if sometimes rather too much - and never became either 
tedous or dull. 

But it does seem a rather curious kind of evening. Ostensibly musical, the quality of musical 
competence was at times rather less than might be desired. Sing the boys undoubtedly did, lustily 
and with gusto, but how musical was it all? How musical ought it to be? Perhaps in a House Singing 
Festival it is perfectly reasonable to tum a Mozart aria into a comedy turn or to amuse the audience 
with 'School' adaptions of Gilbert and Sullivan songs. Too often, though, from a purely musical 
point of view the result was rather unsatisfactory. Articulation needed to be much more precise , 
ensemble much tighter, control of dynamics rather more subtle. Sometimes, indeed, choreography 
was lively, 'comic turns' genuinely funny , but one was left with the feeling that the evening was 
something of a curate's egg. 

Leaving aside the matter of what this kind of evening should really achieve, what of the bill of 
fare and the way in which we were served? A rather old-fashioned heartiness pervaded many 
contributions, but with Edward German and Arthur Sullivan tending to have dominant roles in the 
proceedings this was perhaps inevitable. Sometimes it seemed as though some of the songs chosen 
were not robust enough for the general atmosphere of the evening: Barnaby's 'Sweet and Low' 
and Ireland 's 'In Praise of Neptune' depend upon naunce and subtlety which it was not possible 
to obtain. Humour tended to work rather better than sentiment - Wallace House, for instance, 
seemed more at home in Coward's 'Twelve Juvenile Delinquents' than in 'Sweet and Low'. 
Perhaps, too, Houses could choose programmes that were somewhat better balanced. Enjoyable 
as School's House's selection from 'Oh, What a Lovely War' was it seemed to go on too long, while 
The Green and Harper chose programmes that seemed to be over before they had become established. 

Some real thought had been put into the question of presentation by some houses in particular -
The Digby had good group organisation and their Barber-shop rendering of 'Yes, sir, that's my 
baby' pleased particularly because it had been well prepared and was subtly presented in a manner 
entirely appropriate both to the spirit of the song and the spirit of the evening. School House with 
their 'Oh, What a Lovely War' medley and Westcott performing Ben Jeapes's adaption of 'When 
I First Put This Uniform On' demonstrated the importance of presentation especially in this kind 
of evening's entertainment. 

Yes it was an enjoyable festival for all its flaws, but perhaps it could become a rather more 
musical one without sacrificing either the high spirits or what last year's reviewer called the 
enjoyment for its own sake. Because this event is no longer a competition, it should not mean that 
matters musical are any less important. 

J. H. 
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Concert Club: Barry Tuckwell and Richard Rodney Bennett 

Barry Tuckwell has the reputation of being one of the world's leading horn players, and Richard 
Rodney Bennett has become well known for both his talents as a first-class pianist , and his 
compositions. 

The concerts began with Rossini's 'Prelude, Theme, and Variations', a pleasantly tuneful work, 
which was played with great precision and control. Unfortunately some of the horn's tone was lost 
in the heavy cloth backdrop and became occasionally submerged by the piano. 

The 'Sonata for Hom and Piano' by Richard Rodney Bennett made a great contrast with the 
Rossini. This atonal and rhythmically spiky work demanded much prowess and concentration from 
both perfonners, who put it over with immense fire and vigour. Although I am not endeared to 
this genre of music, l was greatly impressed by the complexity of this composition and the quality 
of the perfonnance. 

The 'Adagio and Allegro' by Schuman was another demanding work which displayed both the 
Hom's lyrical and its more brassy, 'Cacciatorioso' sound. 

The replacement of the Dauprat by a piece of Franz Strauss, was pleasant in itself, but did not 
provide any more contrast in a programme which already lingered rather in the Romantic period. 

The Saint-Saens 'Romance' is full of treacherous passages: particularly a pair of hemi-demi
semi-quaver sextuplets (!) which were handled with great dexterity. It was a shame that Barry 
Tuckwell cracked a couple of high notes, although this was probably due to ill health; but otheiwise 
the piece was goo'd , especially Bennett's excellent handling of a very difficult piano accompaniment. 

The concert ended with a medley of popular songs by Kern, arranged for Horn and Piano by 
Rkhard Rodney Bennett, and this party piece was enjoyed by everyone. 

Simon Trist 

The Endellion String Quartet with Andrew Marriner 

It is unfortunate that the committee of the Concert Club does not have any hand in the choosing 
of the programme for its concerts. lt is also unfortunate that when the Endellion String Quartet came 
to Sherbome they, and the audience, had to suffer the BSR at its worst. But, be that as it may, they 
managed to show how they have become one of the this country's finest quartets. 

The first piece on the programme, Mozart 's Quartet in C Major, otheiwise known as the 
Dissonance Quartet, showed how good musicians can overcome cold weather, and even bad acoustics 
to produce a result that is a joy to listen to. This quartet was dedicated to Haydn , and one could 
see why , atler hearing a perfonnance, the dedicatee described Mozart as 'the greatest composer 
known to me either in person or by name'. 

Speaking subjectively, with the exception of Barry Tuckwell and Richard Rodney Bennet, I 
cannot remember a recent concert that has had a wholly satisfactory programme. Unfortunately, 
perfonners nowadays seem to think it obligatory to include one 'modern' item in their programme. 
I have recently read that the music of the fust half of the twentieth century is 'entirely remote from 
the world of the nineteenth century'. And yet T learn that Anton Webern's music is 'not yet 
completely atonal'. God forbid the day when Schoenberg, with 'completely atonality', comes to 
Sherborne! 

After the interval the quartet were joined by Andrew Marriner for Brahms' Clarinet Quintet in 
B Minor. Although it was an enjoyable piece to which to listen , it was a pity that the clarinetist 
was obviously not at his best, and was not given more opportunity 'to show his paces'. His clarinet 
quintet does rank as one of Brahms' finest achievements in any medium, but, as the programme 
notes told us it is 'lacking in dramatic conflict, rhythmically unexciting' and although my attention 
was compelled by the 'sadness beneath the surface', I feel that, even given the technical difficulties 
with which they had to contend, the Endellion Quartet could have chosen a more suitable programme 
for the occasion. 

Angus Lockyer 
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The SYCOSS Concert 

'But at my back I always hear 
Time's winged chariot hurrying near.' 

Andrew Marvell 'To his Coy Mistress.' 

Though it is undoubtedly thoroughly objectionable to read too much into any one event, I do 
believe that the SYCOSS concert can be seen as something of a landmark in the history of Sherbome. 
For, as is inherent in the words of Marvell, the test of time has produced (symbolized by the SYCOSS 
concert) the unequivocal recognition and acceptance of contemporary music by all as a part of 
p resent-day life at Sherborne. Admittedly there have been 'Pop' concerts at the school before by the 
group 'Jetlag', but they were generally acknowledged to be a bunch of cliquey eccentrics performing 
with a sole purpose of inflating their egos. l n stark contrast to this situation, we at the SYCOSS 
concert had five separate groups within the school (from which the 5th form could boast three 
performers, the L6th seven, and the U6th eleven) playing in front of, and providing an excellent 
evening for a very cosmopolitan audience consisting of representatives from all the senior schools in 
Sherborne, whilst in the process raising £250 for The Sherborne Youth Council of Social Services. 
Indeed when one adds to this the decent levels of behaviour reported by the concert's organisers 
(namely R.A.C.K., Andy Henderson and Andy Upton to whom special thanks are due), I think one 
can conclude that opportunities for these concerts that occur in the future should not just be 
grudgingly undertaken but greeted with active encouragement by all, particularly the h igher echelons. 

In fact, the argument for the continuation of such concerts as SYCOSS on a regular basis is further 
strengthened when one considers the contrasting levels of enthusiasm generated amongst the School 
for Shura Cherkassky (the very best the Concert Club has to offer) on the one hand and SYCOSS on 
the other. 

Shura Cherkassky must be ranked as one of the world's top pianists and he did indeed give a 
magnificent recital, and yet from the balcony in the B.S.R. it appeared that the vast majority of the 
audience below were either bald or white-headed. In total contrast to this horrifying example of 
apathy within the school, one saw at SYCOSS two hundred Shirburnians from the fifth and sixth 
forms flooding into the B.S.R. to hear five groups, who, by their own admission, see themselves 
as albeit talented, nevertheless very inexperienced and amateurish musicians. 

This is surely a point of meditation. Why should there be a cultural bias concerning music in 
the school? And let us not fo rget how far behind the times we still are in this field in comparison to 
other public schools. Millfield and Canford for example both invite professional Pop groups in to 
give regular concerts, and furthermore, Charterhouse are responsible for all bar one of the members 
of a group of worldwide acclaim, namely Genesis. 

To all those who still feel sceptical about the validity of the SYCOSS Concert, perhaps the words 
of Spenser 'on the origin and function of music ' will inspire a more tolerant attitude: ' Music must 
take rank as the highest of the fine arts - as the one which more than any other ministers to human 
welfare,' and though arguably Spenser was writing with no knowledge of the music we hear today, 
Yeats' words ' Intolerable music falls' surely reassure us that if the noises we hear today are not music, 
they will not survive the test of time. 

The concert itself was given a dramatic opening by '13th Floor Vendetta', incorporating Messrs 
Bolton, Richardson, Longrigg and West who, after a series of technical set-backs due to the 
inadequacy of the P.A. system, commenced the proceedings with their own unique brand of boisterous 
'Terrace Punk'. Their performance was highlighted by the appearance of Iain 'Jimmy' Newton, 
the kilted Scotsman who gave a bludgeoning rendition of 'Suzi is a Headbanger'. Though perhaps 
lacking a degree of technical and musical ability, they gave the audience a rousing opening by, above 
all , refusing to deal in subtlety. 

The next group on stage were Andrew Peisley's heavy metal group 'Requiem' (consisting of 
himself, Rog. Hunt , Richard Kerr and John Everard). It is probably true to say that their style of 
music suffered most from the defects in the P.A. system (particularly the distortions produced in 
their guitar sounds). However, because of the way in which Mr. Peisley dominated, the stage was a 
focus for our unadulterated admiration. 
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Following 'Requiem' was Ben Coode-Adams' group 'Linear B'. Their stalwart efforts to abandon 
cover versions and perform their own product is to be applauded but I am not sure whether their 
type of music (containing melancholy bass lines) was either appreciated or welcomed by an audience 
which was in the grip of a post-Peisley atmosphere. At this point mention must be given to the 
appearance of Sue Pascoe (the only girl from the Girls' School to grace the stage) who provided 
a pleasant variation in the group's vocals. 

After the interval, the ' Rude Mechanicals' comprising Jon Stock on drums and Mike Wright on 
keyboards added a distinctly classical and harmonious touch to the concert. They played with more 
sensitivity than their contemporaries, possessing melody and subtle changes in tempo and volume. 
Their ability to improvise and respond to each other's varying musical interpretations was admirable, 
especially when a technical failure resulted in the breakdown of the main keyboard for seven minutes 
during the performance. However, it has to be said that their lack of stage presence and vocals 
reduced the impact of their perfom1ance. 

The climax of the evening was provided by 'Thunderbird 4 ': Ben Smith, Nige Sebag, Ron 
Macdonald and Bob Marriott . To quote 'Garry Bushel' of the Green House magazine: 'The Thunder
birds will be huge. Were they good? Is the Pope Polish?' Their entertainment value was high , albeit 
more as a result of their stage presence than of pure musical expertise. Nevertheless, they provided 
a very fitting conclusion to what was a very enjoyable evening. But perhaps the words of Byron 
best describe the evening's even ts: 

'The lamps shone o'er fair women and brave men. 
A thousand hearts beat happily; and when 
Music arose with its voluptuous swell, 
Soft eyes look'd love to eyes which spake again, 
And all went merry as a marriage bell.' 

('Childe Harold's Pilgrimage') 
Rico Tice 

Community Play: The Garden 

The Community Play is without doubt a production that has been presented with such an impact 
that it will not be forgotten for a long time. Not only did it succeed in digging the average 
Shirburnian out of his study into stardom, but it proved immense enjoyment to all those who 
attended. The hesitant air of pre-exam tension was certainly missing from the boys trooping to and 
from the Digby Hall. 

The Play was based on the town of Sherborne, concentrating on the World War Two bombing 
but with some very imaginative asides. Although the production did not run with continuity from 
scene to scene , making it difficult to follow, this was wholly compensated by good acting and special 
effects. This helped to hold the attention of what was occasionally a troublesome audience. The 
boys themselves played minor roles, excepting the Karls who as the villians performed very well. 
A few masters were involved as well and this helped to make it a Community play. Mr. Niven played 
his part with a lively 'bounce' but one cannot be sure from which part of darkest Dorset he dragged 
his accent! Mr. Sutherland-Smith and Mr. Wellby teamed up literally to portray Goering, and Mr. 
Morton starred as Landlord of the Digby Tap, by some strage coincidence. Some notable 
performances include Sue Pascoe and her moving solo as the German Bomb, and Richard Bridge 
who came across loud and clear as His Nibs, Adolf. The novel way in which the play was presented 
was also appealing, as it is doubtful whether many boys could have survived two hours sitting down. 

On the whole the play was a great success and we would like to extend our congratulations to 
Ann Jellicoe and her team who made the play so enjoyable. 

Bill Chandler and John Rees 
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Community is a word we tend to like , these days. In a wide and unhappy world it suggests natural 
security and a chance to exist. A piece of sublime wishful thinking even allows the newsmen to speak 
intelligibly of the International Community. A word full of promise, then. One can't help wondering, 
for instance, whether Sherbome folk would have been quite so keen to embrace Communal, or even 
Commune, Theatre , had it presented itself. But that's another question. 

What is Community Theatre? This still seems a reasonable query, even now the whole thing has 
been and gone, Theatre by the people.for the people ,about Lhe people? Aimed at the audiences who 
come to be entertained , the actors who participate or the countless helpers who are generally said to 
'have made everything possible'? It wouldn't be unfair to say that Community Theatre, both as 
ideology and as business, is itself rather unsure of its priorities. 

It had to be said that the plays are, despite the incorporation of the more fruitful 'workshop' 
and rehearsal discoveries, very largely not 'by' the people. The scripts are commissioned in the usual 
way and , as in conventional theatre, the playwright's text exacts its lion's share in the success or 
failure of t11e piece. Whether a play is convincingly 'about' its subject-town depends on the skill of 
the chosen writer and on his willingness to research the work sympathetically. But the most 
important question is in what way is this kind of enterprise 'for' the community? 

One answer is that a town only begins to discover its sense of community after the theatre people 
have arrived and begun the series of movement and improvisation classes, meetings and general 
idea-and-assistance canvassing that precedes ilie arrival of ilie script and the beginning of rehearsal 
proper. Again, it is arguable that the hundreds of people who are , one way or another, involved in the 
production develop, through that involvement, a heightened sense of being themselves a community, 
sharing aims and resources as they ought, in the pertect state, to be shared . In this respect it 's all 
ratl1er Like pyramid-building or sandbag-fiJling, except that it's art as well as work that's getting 
distributed. And the audience? Once or twice in the evening you may find an actor grabbing your 
hand or talking earnestly to you, but otherwise you buy your ticket and you come to watch. 

Theatre has, of course, no foolproof tricks or recipes. Successful production, successful evenings 
have something that won't, and can't , even be reproduced. Whatever Community Theatre sets out to 
to do , it 's evident that last year's Bridport play was, by any standards, a success. And one's tempted 
to attribute this to the strong script provided by Howard Barker, though iliis isn't Lhe whole story. 
If Charles Wood 's The Garden failed Sherborne, it's also possible that the town failed the script; 
witness the one memorable line, a cri de coeur from tl1e cast of spectators: 'But nothing ever happens 
in Sherborne!' 

Whatever the case, nothing very purposeful was made to happen. The couple of hours stage time 
was filled with a whistle-stop survey of English history - the Conversion, Good Queen Bess, 
Trafalgar, Civil War - unhelpfully punctuating ilie inane drabness of the Khaki-clad, ration-carded 
Sherborne of the 40's. The problem seems to have been that one can't simultaneously centre a play 
on the outrage of civilian bombings and keep everyone happy. Hence a tasteless parody of Hitler as 
wacky kid-dictator, and ilie crew of a Heinke! bomber as a bunch of jackbooted chimpanzees. 
This kind of grotesque and offensive caricture might have been intended to reflect the propaganda 
distortions of wartime, but I doubt whether corresponding crudities would find their way on to any 
contemporary German stage. It's hard to think of a surer way of trivialising any historical or political 
reflection the play might have been striving tow.ams than by presenting every official, military or in 
any way eminent figure as a witless incompetent. The subject-matter refused , however, to be robbed 
outright of seriousness and the Home Guard scene contained a strain of anti-semitic jokery that 
would have done Der Angriff proud. Maybe amateur actors aren't supposed to think about what 
they're saying; but if this is one of the necessities of getting an effective production off the ground, 
then it's difficult to see what kind of community such drama could serve. 

All the same, I'd call these problems weakness rather than failure. No one doubts that the cast 
had plenty of energy and talent, or that Ann JeUicoe, as a director, has a gift for eliciting 
performances that surprise and exhilarate ilie actors themselves. The preliminary work obviously 
provided participants with a variety of experiences that wouldn't come to them any other way. 
A shame, then, that the production, when it appeared, managed to carry so little of this across. It 's 
true that large numbers of people were effectively mobilised and some scenes, notably those involving 
the refugee children and the Victory figurehead tableau, worked well, but with a power that tore 
them loose from ilie rest. The staging, too, was deftly managed, with tl1e focus of action continually 
alternating. All this was inventive and professional. But the totality was slack, disappointing and dull , 
and one's left wondering, when the nan1es and aims are put aside and the wagons have rolled on to 
the next venue, whether amateur theatricals mightn't best be left to the real amateur, whose place in 
the community is, whether relished or ridiculed, undeniable. 
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Mime and Mask 

The queue outside the B.R.S. was stiJJ large at 7.J 5 despite the fact that the performance did 
not start for another fifteen minutes and most of the large haJI was already filled. This was the 
turnout for Jon Oram's one-night-only performance of his 'Mime and Mask'. He did some of the 
material a few weeks earlier up a Foster's school, but for most of the audienGe this was their first 
chance to see him plying his craft. The Foster's audience was smaller and therefo re quieter. This 
suited Mr. Oram's performance better because he used the reactions of the audience far better there 
and small details such as the sound of his feet were not swallowed by the background noise. On 
the whole, the B.R.S. audience left a lot to be desired. 

Fortunately, Jon Oram is a talented and sensitive mime artist. He is also a good performer and 
consequently he adapted to the mood of the crowd. At twenty five to eight the lights, skillfully 
manned by the Small/ Fawcett duo, were dimmed then raised. On stage there was a screen made of 
wood and paper. This cage was gently and quietly opened and a slightly forlorn , questioning, 
golfbaJl-shaped head made its appearance through the newly-formed entrance. The hole enlarged 
and the whole of Jon stepped through out of the cage onto the stage. He did not seem to like what 
he saw and so he went back into his cage and prepared for the next piece. 

Mr . Oram uses papier-mache 'characters' which obviously cannot change their expressions and 
this forces you to concentrate solely on the actions he makes. There is humour in the rather sad 
face when it sits atop Mr. Oram's 'unique' shape. After his opening, he removed the papier-mache 
mask and we saw his true face for the first time . What followed was an assortment of short sketches 
and portrayals. Some had an easily recognisable plot such as the well-received one-man rendition. 
of David and Goliath, while others were just random observations of everyday life: things one would 
see in The Park; a cowardly, fame-starved Tightrope Walker. The one quality that all these sketches 
had in common was polish. The little details that he paid attention to, that most people would not 
at first spot, made the empty stage very full. As the Weight-Lifter he remembers to step dutifully 
over the bar of the weights, then comes back to them and remembers where they were well enough 
to 'forget' and trip over these non-existent weights. 

Another common feature of most of the sketches was the quick jumps made from reality to 
the imagined. The weights, or the child in the park floating away, the squashed butterfly coming 
back to life, the man on the train all had slightly improbable endings, but here the method of taming 
reality surpassed the need for it. 

Masks, in which aJl his abilities were seen at high speed, was one of the most impressive because 
he had to change his face appropriately while his hand passed over it. He closed with his longest 
and perhaps most serious sketch: Birth to Death. It was more melancholy than all the others, the 
audience maybe felt sad as life unfolded before their eyes, but it was an appropriate ending for 
a very good mime. 

Mark Hildesley 

The Wallace House Play 

"The Importance of Being Ernest' 

Once again, WaJlace House are to be congratulated for producing a tremendous evening's enter
tainment in the form of Oscar Wilde's play, "The Importance of Being Ernest'. Indeed when one 
couples this year's effort to their excellent production last year of Rattigan's 'French without Tears', 
one can undoubtedly conclude that Wallace can now justly claim to excel even Lyon and The Digby 
in the production of House plays. 
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The ingredients for success were simple: a well-chosen script and actors who without inhibitions 
on the whole managed to convey accurately the style of the author. Of the cast, two actors who 
deserve special recognition are James Green in drag as Lady Bracknell and Giles Whittell as the 
proverbial younger brother, Algernon. James Green gave a hilarious perfonnance as the domineering 
guardian of Gwendolen, and he and his uncontrollable falsetto voice proved worthy of such superb 
lines as: 

'To lose one parent...may be regarded as a misfortune; to lose both looks like carelessness.' 
'No woman should ever be quite accurate about her age. It looks so calculating.' He should also be 

congratulated for his at times inspired ad-libbing. 
Giles Whittell, however, stole the evening playing the part of the self-willed, irrepressible, flippant, 

carefree and yet channingly genial and witty Algernon: 
'1 have invented an invaluable permanent invalid called Bunbury, in order that I may be able to 

go down to the country whenever I choose.' 
'Relations are simple a tedious pack of people, who haven't got the remotest knowledge of how to 

live, nor the smallest instinct about when to die.' 
Indeed what made him so compelling was the fact that one felt his acting was but an extension 

on the boisterous character we know ... and love? 
Of the rest of the cast, Aidan Hartley deserves a special mention for his huge role as actor/director 

in the play's production; for not only did he provide us with a good evening's entertainment from 
the director's point of view, but he also played an extremely praiseworthy role as Ernest Worthing, 
the sincere and concerned elder brother of Algernon and guardian of Cecily. In fact, were I a 
professional critic reviewing a professional production, I would probably have judged Aidan's per
formance as the best characterisation and interpretation of his part since he resisted the tempta
tion to overact in the light of the farcial action as his contemporaries sometimes inclined to do. 

The rest of the cast all proved worthy of the production; Julia Warwick put in a fine perfonnance 
as the innocently seductive Cecily, (Aidan's Ward) though she did lack confidence at times. The 
appealing Sarah Frost successfully portrayed herself as Gwendolen, Wilde's stereotype of the typical 
Victorian product, whilst my only criticism of Jenny Ferguson as Miss Prism would be that she is 
far too attractive for the role of a staid, middle-aged and nagging governess. However, the last word 
must go to Tim Day who, by the close of the final act, looked in dire need of a commode! 

To conclude, Aidan Hartley and Wallace House must be thanked for an excellent evening's enter
tainment and I look forward to their next production. 

R. Tice 

The Oxbridge Play 

Possibly one of the most exciting plays ever produced in front of a somewhat conservative 
Sherborne audience, 'Travesties,' by Tom Stoppard, was skilfully directed by Paul Chavasse and 
Angus Bogle. To be able to present such a polished performance in so short a time was an achieve
ment of no small magnitude especially considering the actors' 'other pressures'. 

A daring set proved an effective backing for this daring play, a play without beginning or end, 
with minimal plot , and with what plot it had muddled and in no chronological order. Conversely, 
this was a play which had full and rounded characterisation, a wide range of discussion upon various 
topics, and a theme which embraced the whole of art as well as mankind. 

Well it may have had - for in fact I, Like everyone else (I hope), did not really understand it. 
I am tempted to write that one wasn't really meant to, and I think that would probably be a just 
appraisal , its lack of coherence was the raison d'etre of this play. It portrayed the faulty and muddled 
recollections of an old man, and the fragmented style encapsulated this. Perhaps more an experiment 
in technique than a play with a message, 'Travesties' entertained and pin-pointed emotional reality. 
This made it technically demanding and an excuse for some very convincing acting from all con
cerned: Paul Chavasse, interchanging roles with precocious confidence, Rupert Sheard, Tim Jackson, 
with an Irish accent , Matthew Whittell, with a Leninist monotone, Matthew Bennett, Celia Tait, Sarah 
Andrews, and Jennifer Ferguson. 

Richard Spark 
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'When the Lord saw that man had done so much evil on earth and that his thoughts and 
inclinations were always evil, he was sorry that he had made man on earth' 

The year was 2000 A.D., the 200th and last nail had been driven into the body of Christ and man
kind, a race obsessed with self-destruction , had at last found the means to destroy itself. 

Evil, an enveloping and all-pervading mist, felt its way over countries and cities, corrupting all it 
touched; and the mist was the thickest around man. Sprawling conglommerations, like a black viscous 
liquid, covered natural green and Nature, tears in her eyes, her face ashen grey, was drowned. 
Machines, man-made but not controlled by man, rose high into the sky, challenging the heavens ... 
what heavens? Man , sophisticated gods, scuttled like ants in their nest ; Dictators, two fanatics, 
two simpletons, willed destruction. The end of the world was nigh, Amageddon was released. 

'For nation will make war on nation, kingdom 
upon kingdom. there will be earthquakes in 
many places.' 

The six seals had been broken. Men felt the air darken, and a red tint cover the earth, the sky and 
the waters. Frightened eyes beheld the heavens in astonishment. The sun, a fluid claret , was coloured 
by the blood of martyrs. The moon, low on the horizon , was enveloping black , engulfing. And from 
the moon came the six riders, robed in brilliant white. With blades at their head they gaUoped 
through high mushrooms of toxic fumes. After came a horse, black as the moon , its nostrils wide , 
sprouting fire and its flanks glistening with sweat. Next, a white stallion bore his charge into the 
world , who crowned with emerald sta1s, dispersed his arrows far and wide. Wherever the arrows 
landed the earth cracked open, rivers boiled to evaporation and mountains fell into nothingness. 
FoUowing close behind , a horse, red as the sun, carried its master , whose blazing sword reeked death. 
Forelegs and hoofs flying, it hacked its way through walls o f men , splashing in pools of blood, veering 
off only to circle round once more. In the distance, majestic, sat T ime , watching the destruction and 
feeling his scales, black as his mount, grow heavier. Beneath him the horse quivered, the smell of 
blood invading his nostrils aroused him, but the angel beneath the white cloak was strong. Last came 
Death, black visage hidden under a pure white hood , riding his horse of sickly hue. Nothing escaped 
him: plants withered, man was struck. Teeth rotted, hair died, skin became wrinkled and yellow , 
eyes were shot with blood, a weakness invaded the bones and then death. The sky rained stars, 
turning the soil to scalding lava, and the air burnt. 

'the earth heaved and quaked , the foundation of the mounta.in shook' 

On earth there reigned chaos and man fought man in a strnggle to survive. Streets were littered 
with people, and blood trickled down the gutters. Initial conflicts centering on shelters were over. 
Those frantically wading off raving invaders willing to die for salvation, were dead . No one survived, 
Death's caress touched aU. 

Stained in blood, God's horde wound its way to heaven , their mission accomplished. All was quiet. 
Qn earth there was only death. But not quite - in one place life still continued on its weary course. 
Six days after the Aporalypse two beings, tired and frightened , left their faJJ-out shelter for the 
surface of the earth. Two pairs of unbelieving eyes beheld the earth, and they stood upon it. Their 
clothes fell from them, leaving them gloriously naked. Adam beheld Eve with inquisitive eyes. 
Aiound them the rivers Pishon, Gihon and Tigris flowed , and where their waters met , rapids were 
formed whose soft sounds filled the air of paradise. The land was lushest green and the home of 
innumerable beasts, mingling beside static pools. Peace had returned to earth, man was innocent 
once more, and somewhere out there was the serpent. 

D. Ford 
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Rugby 1982 

1st XV 

Results 

Sherborne Pilgrims won 12 - 9 
Bryanston lost 10- 19 
Can ford won 29 - 6 
Christ's Brecon won 35 - 6 
BlundeU 's won 10 - 6 
Taunton won 3 - 0 
King's Taunton lost 13 - 15 
Dulwich won 14 - ll 
Mill field lost 3 - 14 
Downside won 14 - 4 
Radley won 20 - 12 
Plymouth lost 13 - 18 
Clifton won 15 - 0 

During pre-season training it was noted that there was no lack of talent in the squad of forty 
boys who returned early; the major worry was again the lack of physical size in the forwards, and 
the defensive capabilities of the mid-field. Over the three days the main problem. position of loose 
head, was filled by T. Rice whose technique was about as good as his attitude for the game. 

Included in the pre-season spell for the first time, was a visit to the Douai 15-a-side festival where 
we played three thirty-minute matches eventually losing to an opportunist try by the Bryanston fly
half. Even at this early stage the forwards were showing other packs how 10 retreat, and in the final 
game against Bryanston, showed there would be no cracks appearing when under intense 
scrummaging pressure. Throughout the tournament the backs seemed unable to slip easily into top 
gear; looking rather tentative with the baU in the bands and sloppy in defence. 

The first match against the Pilgrims proved to be a lop-sided affair with the Old Boys, although 
producing a fairly large pack, being' driven back with great regularity, consequently gaining little 
first-phase possession. Any ball received by the PiJgrims was used well, although al limes they showed 
a great deal of sympathy to the School by choosing the wrong option time and again. On the day 
the Pilgrims' wings, Francis and Perkins must have wondered if they should have brought their own 
baU, so little did they see of the one on the pitch. At this early stage problem positions were 
beginning to show, especially after the loss of Seagrim at tight head with an injury wh ich virtually 
kept him out for the term. Watkins, his replacement had already seen the power of the Bryanston 
pack at close quarters when playing at Douai. The forward confrontation proved lo be even, apart 
from a spell in the second half when virtually everyone decided Bryanston could have the ball from 
all phases of possession. During this spell they ran in three tries to put them well out of our reach. 
Certainly an injury to Rydon and the consequent re-shuffling in the back division could not be used 
as an excuse for a very emphatic de teat. 

The Can fo rd match showed the pack at its best, gaining and using possession well and giving 
the backs the chance to show their paces. This they certainly did, although the weak defensive 
formation was still evident when the opposition did run the ball. In an attempt to rectify this, Bryant 
M. came in as fly-half with Rydon moving to outside centre. The movement of the ball through 
mid-field became much sharper and, as was hoped, the defence more solid. Praise must be given 
to Bryant, Plewman and Rydon in that at no stage during the season was there a mid-field break by 
the opposition. The confidence which this has brought not only to the back row, but also the wings 
was quite evident. 
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The long away trip to Brecon proved to have the start we expected with the opposition moving 
the ball wide at great speed; only a lone penalty by Dudgeon kept us in the lead very much against 
the run of play. Brecon's pressure eventually gave them a 6 - 3 lead. At this point everyone seemed 
to come aJive together, resulting in the scoring of seven tries in the remaining twenty minutes. To 
hit such a high point so early in the season made everyone rather self-criticaJ after other games. 
From my view poi.nt behind the posts, it was cenainly the best rugby I have seen in my time at 
Sherbome. It was not that Brecon collapsed, it was more the fact that they were over-run. 

The following matches at Blundell's and Taunton were hard contests resulting in close wins. King's 
Taunton proved to be the first low point when the XV were incapable of moving out of first gear 
and, when they did, they continually made elementary mistakes to allow the opposition a 'soft" 
victory. This defeat certainly put everyone on their toes for the touring Dulwich College side. 
Before they could settle, we had scored two excellent tries to give us a lead we were not to lose. 

Our first visit to Mill field at this level produced a game of exceptional quaJity; hard fought play, 
excellent defence, and backs who wanted to run the ball. Although on paper a clear defeat, on the 
day Millfield , with a star-studded XV, had to.Play at their best to overcome a powerful Sherborne 
performance. 

Downside was won more easily than the 14- 4 suggests. This was followed by an excellent win 
over a previously undefeated Radley side. Yet again we were able to lose Ryd on with an injury 
which put the pack under tremendous pressure. Late in the second half Radley had clawed their way 
back to 14 - 12, then the forwards produced a magnificent final effort to score a try to ensure 
victory . The away trip to Plymouth was our second low point of the season when we threw away 
a 13 - 3 lead to an interception try and a penalty for 'back-chat'. A disappointing day. 

The final game at home to Clifton showed the forwards playing rugby of a maturity beyond 
their years and the backs proving they could play with the best. 

My lasting memories of the season are of Chavasse with ball in hand and close to side stepping, 
of Tice G. scoring his first try, of Lucas continually appearing in the right place at the right time, 
and of the willingness to work and improve by all members of the XV. We may well produce more 
talanted individuals and more cohensive units, but I am sure this is the most receptive and willing 
group of boys to play on the Upper for quite some time. I for one found them a pleasure to coach 
and advise. 

My thanks must go to George Tice for his excellent leadership both on and off the field and to 
Robert Rydon for the help he gave his Captain and also the help he gave me with the organisation 
of Junior League referees. Also my thanks to M.M.W. and A.M.D. who were both able to spare 
valuable time. 

Representative honours: 
U-19 group. 
Tice R, Cranton , Bryant S., Spencer, Rydon and Plewman were selected for Dorset and Wilts versus 
Devon, Sussex and Somerset. 
Tice R., Cranton, Bryant S. , Rydon and Plewman were selected for a combined Dorset/Wilts, Sussex 
and Han ts XV to play Oxon, Bucks, and Herts XV. 
Tice R, Cranton and Bryant were selected to play for the South against the South West. 
Bryant and Cranton also played for the South and South West against the Midlands, with Bryant 
selected to play against London and the South East. 

U-16 group. 
Kardooni, Ewan and Taylor represented Dorset; 
Kardooni and Ewan being chosen to represent the South against South West. 
Kardooni has been selected for the first England trial. 

AJso played 
Seagrim J , Millar S., Uoyd R., Spink R., Waddy T. 
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2nd XV 1982 

Results 

Pilgrims won 20. 4 
Bryanston won 10. 0 
Can fo rd won 18. 6 
Milto n Abbey won 6- 0 
Blundell's won 22. 8 
Taunton won 24- 0 
King's Taunton won 20 -12 
Dulwich lost 3 -13 
Mil Ifie Id lost 3. 9 
Downside lost 0. 6 
Radley lost 7 .14 
Plymouth drew 6· 6 
Clifton drew 4. 4 

Team: T. Waddy; T. Steele; S. Millar; R. Caines; 8. Curry ; C. Knetchtli; J . Stock; I. Sewell ; 
D. Thorne; G. Budden; I. Cox; R. Spink; R. Nitsch; J . Humphrey; J-1 . Alexander; 
R. Backhouse. 

Having scaled the dizzy heights of winning their first seven fixtures, the 2 nd XV redressed the 
balance by failing to secure victory in any of the last six matches. This apparently extraordinary 
reversal in fortunes was caused more by the standard of the opposition rather than any dramatic 
deterioration by the team themselves. 

In recent reports, it is nonnal to comment on the strengths and weaknesses of the team, but, 
in truth , this year's team had no outstandingly good or bad facet. Everyone always gave of their 
best, but the thrcequarters lacked penetration and the forwards were never dominant enough to 
ensure victory of their own accord. The weather didn't help either. Indeed, the ftnal act of the 
season summed it all up. Clifton were awarded a long range penalty, which , if converted , would.nave 
won the match: the ball soared high towards the posts and spectators on the halfway line peered 
towards the touch judges to see whether the flags were up or down ; but the gloom was so stygian 
that even the eagle-eyed weren't able to detect the result, and only the action of a Sherbo me player 
kicking for touch confirmed that the kick had flown wide. Strong winds also seemed to rage through 
the coach's ever decreasing thatch every Saturday afternoon and this was a considerable disadvantage 
to a team who didn't possess anyone capable of using the wind to pin the opposition in their own 22. 

Of the players themselves, it was Rupert Backhouse who constantly showed the way in the 
forwards with his vigourous mauling, well-timed jumping in the Line-out. and a brand of propping 
that usually made one member of the opposition wish he'd stayed at home watching Grandstand. 
Ru pert inevitably defected to the I st XV and with Richard Spink rarely being fully fit the only 
decent line-out ball in many matches was provided by J ohnny Humphrey right at the back. In the 
loose, Hugo Alexander was always in the thick of things, and if he had been just a bit quicker round 
the field he would have achieved a place in the I st XV. 

Outside the scrum Jon Stock always played with guts, but the rest of the threequarter line never 
really lived up to their full potential. This was partly due to a lack of confidence resulting from 
injury, with Stuart Miller often suffering from a wrenched shoulder muscle and Tim Waddy often 
being off games in the middle of term suffering from his own brand of stereo vision. Tim Steele 
provided the only real penetration, but he tended to drift out of games with his thoughts 
apparently set on the Saturday evening party; although on one occasion it was the Friday evening 
party that dominated his feelings. 

Fina!Jy, a word of thanks to two people: to Ken Steven for refereeing all our Saturday home 
matches so skillfully, and to Robert Nitsch who captained the side incredibly efliciently and made 
the coach's job so much easier. 

I.R.E. 
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3rd XV 

The season was most enjoyable and full of pleasant memories more of that later! The record 
of played 11, won S, lost S, drawn I does not sound very impressive, but there was good - sometimes 
carefree - rugby throughout. The style of rugby played on the Lower is open, attacking, exciting -
adjectives fail me! - but on a Saturday there is a very keen desire to win. It is essential that the game 
is played for enjoyment. and on the Lower that is the case although the 3rd XV, I'm sure, did not 
like being beaten by the 4 XV. most of the season!! 

Now to the matches themselves. The first two against Clayesmore I st XV and Shaftesbury I st 
were both won convincingly with good attacking play coming from all parts of the field. The loss 
of Richard Caines to the 2nd XV and Robert Kitson to a knee injury was a bad blow. The first 
encounter with Foster's 1st XV was keenly contested, but the game slipped away through bad 
tackling. The next game at Brecon was the team's worst performance. Whether the long journey 
took its toll or the sight of 15 Welshmen side-stepping, I do not know, but it was a poor display. The 
game against Blundell's was won convincingly with a fine attacking performance. Three defeats then 
followed at the hands of King's Taunton, Downside and Foster's I st XV. We gave King's Taunton 
a 10 point start and then played well; but it is hard to come back from that. We played with 14 men 
for all but 10 seconds of the Downside match , and the game with Foster's was a fine contest on the 
Upper which resulted in a one point defeat - one day soon ...... ! The two performances against 
Bournemouth Isl XV and Plymouth were very encouraging and full of flowing rugby. The defeat 
of Bournemouth was esp~cialJy pleasing. The final game against Clifton. although a 0 - 0 draw, 
was an excellent finale which was fought in the best possible spirit. 

Now to the ct1aracters of the 3rd XV. The side was well led by Jimmy Burgett, with enthusiasm -
sometimes over-enthusiasm. It is hard to pick out any star players, because it was a I 5-man team 
effort al all times. There are moments to savour - Andrew Varde's tries against Bournemouth; the 
poise of Barry-Taylor; the effervesence of the Back Row etc. Space in 'The Shirburnian' is at a 
premium, sol will stop. 

Thanks to C.H. - Dummy - R.N. for all his help and I hope he will be taking to the field again 
next year. Also thanks to the Lower not only for such an enjoyable season, but also for the warming 
smoothness of Ireland. 

Team:-
H. Thomas; I. Sharpe; J. Steele; J . Buckland; A. Yarde; J. Burgett; C. Boyd ; S. Reid ; P. Garlick; 
R.R. Wells-Furby ;C. Wetherall;J. Boyd;J. Chambers+ many others. 

Results 

Clayesmore I st XV 
Shaftesbury G. S. 1st XV 
Foster's G. S. 1st XV 
Christ's Brecon 2nd XV 
Blundell's 3rd XV 
King's College Taunton 3rd XV 
Foster's G. S. 1st XV 
Downside 3rd XV 
Bournemouth School I st XV 
Plymouth College 3rd XV 
Clifton College 3rd XV 
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won 28 • 4 
won 30 · 4 
lost 4 • 14 
lost 3 · 14 
won 32 · 4 
lost 4 · 16 
lost 7 • 8 
lost 0 · 8 
won 22 -16 
won 40. 4 

drawn 0 · 0 

M.J.C. 



Colts A 

This was a hard-working, happy and impressive team, and their attitude to the game could be 
summed up in the two matches that they lost. 

The first lost was at Blundell's with unfamiliar surroundings and an unfortunate, unsatisfactory 
build-up just before the game. The team were not disappointed at losing, but they knew that they had 
not done themselves justice, so they were angry at letting themselves down. On the other hand, 
they played well against a very good Millfield team and cruel luck took away what would have b~en 
the winning try in the last minute. The team were exhilerated by this game , they realised that they 
had played their part in an outstanding game. Tt was this pride in their performance and their ability 
to attack in a variety of ways that made this an exciting and enjoyable season. 

Possession was hard-earned by a pack that lacked weight but were alert enough to steal any scruffy 
ball and had enough technical skill to ensure set-play possession. In fact, the lineout jumping of 
Foreman and Roberts was excellent. Brown became the comer-stone of the set scrum and channelled 
his considerable strength while Rosser made sure that the other side of the scrum was steady; he is 
not built as a prop but was too good a forward to leave out. Knott was unfortunate to break his leg, 
especially as he was impressing as a hooker at representative level , but Kettlewell slotted into the 
team well after Knott's departure. Adderley and Mason both enjoyed their supporting roles and their 
tidying-up jobs, which made a scrum-half's duties so much easier. 

Kardooni in his first year at the School fitted in so easily, and balanced his running skills with 
good distribution as the season went on. This gave Emley more chance to show tactical appreciation 
at ny-half - once he got over the shock that he was a 'decision-maker'. 

Taylor and Longrigg were a good combination in the centre, with Taylor giving solid all-round 
qualities and Longrigg, at last. recognising 2 against I situations. Bourke was much happier attacking 
from full-back where he could build up a fair head of steam before entering the line with those 
long-limbed soccer legs of his. This positive approach. of course, made the bustling Sirley and the 
speedy Paul very happy: they had the ball in their hands and were prepared to use it - there were 
times when they even looked for it! 

The team were lucky not only to have a flanker who was strong, fast and constructive, but a 
mature skipper as well. Ewen was that flanker and skipper and he fully deserved his England regional 
trial. He kicked goals as well, for good measure. 

My thanks to B.A.M.H. and A.C.M. for all their encouragement and coaching throughout the 
season . That main ingredient of humour was never far from the surface, except perhaps when they 
were 'invited' to join the fitness sessions. Also thanks are due to our resident referees M.J .H., M.H., 
D.S.S. and R.A.C. Much appreciated by boys and staff alike! 

Results 

Montgomery of Alamein School 
Bryan st on 
Can ford 
Christ's College Brecon 
Blundell's 
Taunton 
King's Taunton 
Mill field 
Downside 
Radley 
Clifton 
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Won 
Won 
Won 
Won 
Lost 
Won 
Won 
Lost 
Won 
Won 

Drew 

24· 3 
7- 0 

28. 3 
12. 6 
6. 7 

27- 0 
35. 0 
8 -12 

12. 4 
16. 6 
6. 6 

A.M.D. 



Junior Colts 'A' XV 

Under extremely difficult circumstances this year's team managed to achieve a very reasonable 
record: Won 7 , Drew I, Lost 3. There was one week in the first half of term when out of 19 people 
off games I could have selected a stronger team than the one that played Canford on the Saturday. 
Some of the team's key players were absent for the whole of the first half of term. I was greatly 
indebted to Mr. Facer for finding me the eighth second row when needed. 

What was potentially a very strong team, that could have easily have had an unbeaten season , 
never managed to settle into a pattern of continuity owing to the continual disruptio ns, and lost 
three matches that they should easily have won. Some of the players, namely Goddard and 
Rintoul , who should have been taking a leading role were slow to find their feet and obviously 
missed the training and coaching during the first half of term. There was a marked improvement 
in a number of players through the term and I'm sure that in time when the team gets together 
they will do well. 

In fact we played excellently against Millfield which was the only team that looked stronger 
than us and we managed to scrape a 12 - 4 win. My thanks must go to Timmis who captained the 
side and Mr. Cameron, Mr. Keene and Mr. Facer for the assistance with the coaching. 

Junior Colts ' B' XV 

Played 13 Won 6 Drawn I Lost 6 

Even before the first match of the season it was painfully evident that injuries to the squad as 
a whole were going to deprive the team of some of the best eligible players, but no-one could have 
foreseen the extent of the casualties, which resulted , in nine different players representing the team 
as Lock. Well over 30 players were called upon during the course of the season , which meant that 
we were in effect sometimes fielding more of a 'C' team than a 'B' team. After the first four games 
which were very tight , with one try usually being the winning or losing margin, we lost heavily 
at Foster's to a weighty 'A' team, and something of a pattern then emerged - hard. enjoyable games 
against other schools' 'B' sides. in which we acquitted ourselves well, and crushing defeats against 
'A' sides who were huge in comparison to our relatively small side. The final match against Clifton 
was particularly pleasing. coming as it did after the two heaviest reverses. After wearing down Clifton 
up front in the first half, we played some of our best rugby of the season to win 14 - 4 , a score
line that did not, perhaps, do full justice to the way in which we played. 

Of the myriad of players who represented the team. mention must be made of a few. The front 
row o f Van den Born , Barnard and Tuke battled valiantly and wo ndered who they would find 
appearing between them as locks. In the games in which we did well, the back row of Nicholson, 
Howells and Taylor pillaged like Vikings, ably supported by Bramble at scrum half, whose blind
side breaks near the line developed into one of the most powerful weapons in our arsenal. Fussell 
at fly-half was at all times neat and unflustered and the crash centre Langlands was effective when 
he got into his stride. Thanks must finally go to G.J .L.K. for all his help and interest on games 
afternoons. 

AXV 
B XV 
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Under Fourteen Rugby 

L6 
L6 
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A224 
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Picture the scene: we are ten metres oul from our opponents' line, their backs are in disarray; 
there is an overlap on the right; the pack are rucking well and are about to win possession, when a 
forward , arriving late, plucks the ball from behind the scrum halfs astonished eyes, drives to the left 
and is promptly tackled. We lose the ensuing ruck and find ourselves forming up for a line-out some 
distance back down the field. Examples such as this, of slowness to see and to react to situations, 
of wrong decisions taken and of lack of effective teamwork at crucial moments, say much about a 
season which was the least successful at under fourteen level for some years. There were some good 
victories, both teams suffered heavy defeats on a number of occasions. We might try to explain 
this away by mentioning the physical bulk strength of some of the teams we played against. Often 
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our boys seemed diminutive in comparison. However, since we have coped with similar problems in 
the previous years, it must be said that our teams usually lost because they did not play good rugby 
consistently enough. There were some weaknesses which were never entirely overcome. Both teams 
tended to be slow to secure loose ball, while rucking, for so long our main strength forward, was not 
as tight and effective as it had to be against powerful opposition. When the pack failed to dominate 
the team was in trouble, since defensive play was frequently inadequate. 

Despite the disappointments, the season had its good moments. As the term went on the teams 
played with more spirit and determination. The support play improved and individual players tried 
more to help each other. The boys sensed that they were playing better and, despite being defeated 
by a powerful Clifton side, the A team left the field after their last match feeling that they had 
played some good rugby and that they had acquitted themselves well, having played better perhaps 
than they had since the wet day down at Blundell's when they employed the correct tactics to gain 
a good victory by the margin of a try, under difficult conditions. The B 's also had their moments and 
developed into a team capable of putting the A's under a lot of pressure in practice and of playing 
some quite skilful rugby in their own right, best seen in a fine victory over Bournemouth and a 
determined second half against Clifton. To end the season knowing that you have played well is a 
good thing and if the under-fourteens remember their first season at Sherborne as a time when 
they enjoyed their rugby and learned more about the game, then the season will have been worth
while. 

A XV Brown , Davis, Drake, Dunn , Emley, Funnell, Hudson, Lockyer, Lytle, Morton, Page , Parry
Jones, (Capt.) , Siegle, Simpson, Taylor, Wickham. 

B XV Bulstrode (Capt.) Campbell•, Dare, Bryan, Dave, England, Henderson*, Jagger, Kraunsoe*, 
Lawson, Liddiard , McLean*, Paul , Wells, Wright, Youngman. 

Also played: Grant, Hann . *Also played for A XV. 

D. P. J. & R. D.R. M. 



Summer on the Cerne 

It was a hot day and after two previous visits devoted to a little fishing and a lot of weed cutting 
we decided to spend the whole afternoon fishing. Besides. it was mayfly time. We arrived at the river, 
gladly got out of the minibus and set up our tackle. As I was doing so [ noticed a large number of 
fresh and elegant mayflies that clung to the leaves of the sycamore tree behind us. They were newly 
hatched and after only a few hours of life would fall to the river surface, spent, to be gobbled up by 
trout. 

After tying on the best mayfly I possessed I went to the river bank with D.P.J ., the organjser 
of our fishing, both of us in hlgh spirits. D.P.J. immediately rose and caught a fish, and another, 
and another, and made the fishing look very easy. Unfortunately the rest of us were neither as 
experienced or successful and spent much of the time removing·our flies not from the mouths of 
fishes but from the trees that grew thickly along the far bank. We began to concentrate more and to 
get down to serious fishing, trying with all our might to avoid the treacherous branches. Simon 
Pugsley and I had already lost a number of our precious flies when l spotted a good fish rising 
regularly and placed my mayfly in the perfect spot in front of it. The fish took the fly at once and 
then shot by me showing a lovely silvery side, before diving into some weed downstream. The fish 
was smaller than I had thought and after not many seconds I had my first Cerne trout in the net, 
knocked on the head and put in the bag. 

Further upstream I began trying to catch another fish which was rising consistently, but which 
positively refused to take my fly. After perservering for a while I asked D.P.J. - who had been 
watching- if he would like to try for the fish. After two casts the fish found its pleasant life shattered 
and I netted a lovely brown trout, amber yellow with a galaxy of black and red spots, a lovely fish. 
D.P.J . left me , and, spurred on, I soon caught another rainbow trout much larger than my first fish 
and weighing fully twelve ounces. 

Sadly, it was already time to go back to School and we had caught three trout between us and 
D.P J . rather more. We donated our catch to our host, Dr. Chesney, and at the end of a memorable 
afternoon boarded the minibus back to Sherbome. We couldn't wait for the next week's visit. 

James Owen (m). 

Colts Tennis Report 

Truth is indeed the Daughter of Time. It wa5-in vain that your correspondent sought to avoid 
the obloquy justly due as a result of last summer's even ts by leaving untold, as if by an oversight, the 
story of the Colts Vl performance. He would gladly have left the public to take for granted that the 
previous season's unchequered triumphs had been repeated, gladly have let them interpret his silence 
as the modest concealment of another exhibition of effortless superiority. Gladly would he have left 
untold the story of how the early promise of vistories over Blundells, King's Taunton, and Bryanston, 
not to say the trouncing of formerly redoutable adversaries, Marlborough, had merely flattered to 
deceive. It would have been his wish not to speak of how we were humbled by Clifton, still less to 
cast around for excuses for our performance (though he still claims that Shirburnian minds that day 
were more on 0-levels than low volleys). 

But the following insisted on his revealing all: 
Bradshaw N. A. C; Plewman T. P. B; Brooking J . A. S; Small A. J. (Captain); North J . E. G; Talbot

Williams R. 
Emley A. B; Minden-Wilson P. N., and Brook R. W. M. also took part in the term's proceedings. 
My thanks to all who gave of their best. 
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ln House 

School House 

Under the watchful eye of Richard Brand, Head of House, and with the infinite enthusiasm of 
Robert Nitsch, the House has run smoothly. 

Andrew Henderson et al. restarted the House Magazine, 'Watchdog' which was a great success. 
In fact, jealousy must have contributed to the fact that The Green happened to start their own house 
magazine very soon afterwards. Needless to say, ours was far better. This term has also seen the start 
of the House tuck shop run by Nick Parham who did an excellent job. About halfway through the 
term, a video was installed in the Common Room. Video films were shown on Saturday nights and 
Sunday afternoons, thanks to Hugo Dickson. Also thanks to Dickie we suffered from more than our 
fair share of Fire Practices! Owing to our lack of a matron, Mrs. Higginbottom has tended to the sick 
and dying this term, and we all owe her our thanks. 

Congratulations to Robert Nitsch and Richard Spink on becoming School Prefects. 
R. Mason 
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Abbey House 

The term was a quiet one within the House , which strikes me as being a good sign. Much of the 
credit must go to the ruling hierarchy of George, Pete, Tim and Tim , not forgetting the Hall-keepers. 
We wish the former four success in their Oxbridge results and the 'life-after-Sherborne' . Many things, 
however, have gone on. In rugby - the inevitable topic - Abbey House starlets were sprinkled 
liberally around the school teams, and not only did an undoubtedly talented senior leagues side 
regain their trophy , conceding a mere three points, but the under I 6's clinched a superb victory in 
their final, through sheer determination and spirit. What else this age group achieved (of the positive 
variety) is a tricky question. Otherwise the 3rd formers offer an encouraging variety of personalities. 

We had representatives in the SYCOSS Concert and the Community Play, power as control over 
Newsboard - a brave but hopeless task - , besides being involved in the Advent Sunday Service. 

The Abbey House Play , under Mr. Well by, is now under way, and the results will be open to 
scrutiny at Commem. (so go and see it!) We also would like to offer our commiserations to the family 
of gerbils ruthlessly mudered by Perkins, who only got away with it through being the House 
Master's pet. Also a belated congratulations to our petanque team for reaching· the final of this 
prestigious (unfinished) competition. Finally, we wish Andy Watts well on becoming Head of House , 
a duty that he will surely carry out exceptionally well. 

D. Ford 

The Green 

A good term for the Green in all fields , although the sports field was perhaps the most 
predominant. A strong presence in the Isl XV and well-fought positions in aU three rugger finals, 
reflected a pleasing consistency throughout the house. 

Sadly we lose Jeremy Peck, Charles Lucas, James Drewett and Brian Young, the latter two 
following impressive 'A' level performances with awards at Cambridge and Oxford respectively. 

John Seagrim follows Jeremy Peck as Head of School, our seventh in seven years, leaving Ashly 
Holbrook to take over the House, a new telephone and the prospect of an ever-increasing collection 
of cups. 

Harper 

The House continued to run smoothly 'under new management' - perhaps a lesson that none of 
us are indispensable. First, we welcome Mrs. Frost who took over from Mrs. Maycock as house
keeper following a short period of dual-control. Mrs. Maycock left in order to get married and we 
wish her all the best. 

Iain Cox stayed over as Head of House and helped to ensure that the House skits were the box
office success that they were. He even managed to break a venerable house tradition by speaking 
in a House assembly (on something superbly trite). 

The House displayed a wealth of talent from all age groups during the House Singing Festival. 
It was just a shame that we had not succumbed to the temptation of being gimmicky. Our thanks 
to Simon Trist for conducting and to Mr. Hope fo r coordinating rehearsals as well as to Mr. 
Ridgeway and Gordon Edwards for keyboard back up. 

On the rugger field our senior leagues team surprised everyone - and themselves - by coming 
second. Well done. Meanwhile, in the clouds of the Upper, Julian Cranton was making a name for 
himself on the 1st XV. What a pity that we did not achieve the success we were hoping for at the 
'real thing' House matches. 
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Lyon House 

The most outstanding feature of Lhe House this term must have been the extremely varied and 
active contribution of Paul Chavasse to both House and School life. Congratulations to him on 
getting a place at Oxford while being so busy. In fact, the House's activities as a whole have been 
varied. Adam West and Roger Hunt demonstrated their musical skill in the SYCOSS Charity Concert, 
while David Jones succeeded in getting an Army Scholarship in November, one of only two 
Shirbumians to do so. On the sporting front, Spencer Ewen managed to get as far as the South of 
England rugger team in the National Under-16 Trials, also being captain. Unfortunately we did not 
do so well in the House competition. Finally I think it must be said how much the House misses 
the presence. if not the laugh. of our former House tutor, Mr. Howard. 

Westcott 

The climax of the winter term undoubtedly came in the finals. Despite the gloomy predictions 
of the masterly Westcott House Song - a sort of 'Arthur Sullivan meets Tom Lehrer' composition -
our seniors surpassed themselves and our mantelpiece now bears that most coveted of trophies, 
the Seniors Cup. 

Nor was this the only big success. Although the lucky candidates were not to know it at the time 
the Oxbridge results were universally successful, and special attention should be drawn to the 
scholarships of our very own Mike Wade and Tim Dudgeon. 

Our resident clique of keen, amateur and passable singers scored two triumphs. Earlier in the 
term at the House Singing Festival came the afore-mentioned Westcott House Song, the singing of 
which surpassed even School House in histrionics (their costumes were better but we danced - after 
a fashion). Then , in the last week of term a sizeable sum of money was extorted from the populance 
in return for carol singing (or to make them go away?). This sum was given to Save the Children. 
In all, a most pleasing term. Roar on! 

B. P. Jeapes 

The Digby 

Th e most notable fact about the Michaelmas term is the number of successful individual 
performances which were produced by the House. Rupert Sheard and Adrian Clarke must be 
congratulated on their Oxford awards. Andrew Perry acted in the Community Play. Many of the 
House musicians gave us an excellent concert towards the end of November. The House rugby team 
had the misfortune to be drawn against the eventual winners in the first round, but acquitted itself 
with distinction. The Singing Festival brought fine performances of a barber's shop quartet and a 
large choir singing an extract from 'ii Seraglio', conducted by James Henderson. A group of three 
boys took part in the SYCOSS Concert and were generally considered a success. 

The Rev. Roger Royle has been attached to the house and I should like to thank him for all 
the amusement he has brought, and for his contribution to the house skits. We look forward to seeing 
more of him in the future. The House said a premature farewell at the end of term to Dr. Watson 
Rogers who has been our house doctor for nineteen years. He is not in fact retiring until the spring, 
but the House Supper gave us an opportunity to show our grateful appreciation of his skill and 
kindness to The Digby since 1964. 
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M.A. Gell ('77 3 
- '823

) 

Hall keeper 
Star Prizes 
Squash 1st V 
Macintosh Trophy for Squash 1982 
Duffers, Green Ribbon Club, 
Hellfire Club, Polyglots 

G. Courtauld ('77 3 
- '823

) 

Head of House 
Lyons Parsons Theology Prize 1982 
Star Prize 
Les Philosophes, Duffers, The Globe 

T. D. W. Jackson ('773 - '823 ) 

Entrance Scholar 
House Prefect 
Star Prize 
16th French and German Prizes 
History Essay Prize 1982 
Senior Modern Languages Prize 1982 
Corporal in CCF 
Secretary of the Polyglots 
Secretary of the Green Ribbon Club 
Les Philosophes, The Agora 

M. W. J . Drewett (773 - '823 ) 

Entrance Exhibitioner 
Hallkeeper 
'A' Level Prize 
5th XV Rugby, Squash I st V 
Badminton Team 
Assistant Editor of 'The Shirbumian' 
Duffers, Les Philosophes, The Globe, 
The Agora 

C. G. Lucas ('773 - '823 ) 

Head of House 
lst XV Rugby 
2nd XI Hockey 
Athletics 
Editor of 'The Shirbumian ' 
Founder Editor of 'Words' 
President of Science Society 
Les Philosphhres , Whitehead Society 

l. J . Cox ('803 - '823) 

Head of House 
2nd XV Rugby 
Polyglots, Les Philosophes 

Valete 

School House 

Abbey House 

The Green 

Harper House 

D. W. Jory (78 1 
- '823 ) 

Head of I louse 
Star Prize 
Captain of Sailing 
2nd XI Football 
Under Officer in CCF 
Science Society, Glee Club 

P. R. Lees ('77 3 
- '823

) 

House Prefect 
Star Prizes 
2nd Xl Football 
2nd and 3rd XV Rugby 
Athletics Team 
Cross Country Team 
Badminton 
Corporal in CC F 
Geography Society, Les Philosophes 

T. J .C. Steele ('78 1 
- '823

) 

House Prefect 
Star Prizes 
2nd XV Rugby , Cross Country team, 
Athletics 
Science Society, Whitehead Society 

J . W. N. Peck ('78 1 - '823 ) 

Head of School 
5th XV Rugby 
2nd XJ Cricket 
Corporal in CCF 
The Globe , Polyglots, Les Philosophes 
Duffers, Hellfire Club, Green Ribbon Club 

B. D. Young ('773 - '823 ) 

Internal Exhibitioner 1980 
Geography Fieldwork Project Prize 
5th Xl Hockey 
Flight Sergeant in CCF 
Duffers, Les Philosophes, Geography Soc. 
Polyglots. 

J . R. B. George ('77 3 - '823 ) 
Entrance Scholar 
Hallkeeper · 
Francis lies Prize 
5th XV Rugby 
4th XI Cricket 
J. Colts ' B' Hockey 
Squash I st V 
Duffers, Green Ribbon Club 



M. C. Bennett ('78' - '823
) 

Enlrance Exhihitor and Internal Sclmlar 
!lead of I-louse 
Senior Longmuir English Prize 1982 
1st XV Rugby 
I st XI Cricket 
I st XI Hockey 
Sergeant in CCF 
Duffers, Les Philosophes. Science Society, 
Biology Society 

C. C. M. Glasse ('773 
- '823

) 

House Prefect 
'O' Level and 'A' Level Prizes 
4th XJ Hockey 
Les Philosophes, Science Society, 
Biology Society, Whitehead Society 

P.R. Herbert ('773 
- '823

) 

Head of House 
Ridout Biology Prize 
Star Prize 
Sergeant in CCF 
Editor of Newsboard 
Secretary of Biology Society 
Treasurer of SYCOSS 
Science Society , Duffers, Polyglots, 
Green Ribbon Club , Hellfire Club 
Les Philisophes 

A. R. L. Bogle ('773 
- '823

) 

Head of House 
4th XI Cricket 
5th XI Hockey 
Sailing Team 
CSMin CCF 
Les Philosophes, The Globe, Agora, 
Whitehead Society, Science Society 

P. D. G. Chavasse ('773 
- '823

) 

Entrance Scholar 
Head of House 
School Prose Prize 
Latin Prose Prize 
Junior Strings Prize 
Crawford Classics Prize 
CCF Prize 
Jst XV Rugby 
Mini Colts 'B' Cricket 
2nd XI Hockey 
Athletics Team 
Sergeant in CCF 
Sub-editor of 'The Shirburnian' 
lnterpretes. Les Philosophes, Polyglots 
Whitehead Society, Socience Society 

Wallace House 

Abbeylands 

Lyon House 

C. J.C. Knechtli ('77 3 '82~) 
I l0use Prefec1 
Lbth Mathematics E:ssay PnLe 
2nd >.I I Iockev 
Shooting Isl VIII 
I sl XI Football 
Sergeanl in CC F 
Les Philosophes, Science Society, 
Biology Society, Epicureans, 
Place in National Youth Choir 

M. J . Whittell ('77 3 
- '823

) 

Entrance Scholar 
Head of House 
Francis Iles Prize 
Randolf Memorial Prize 
School Poetry Prize 
Editor of 'The Shirbumian' 1982 
Secretary of Les Philosophes 
Secretary of Wildman Society 
Secretary of Science Society 
The Globe 

S. T. W. Bridge ('773 
- '823 ) 

House Prefect 
Star Prizes 
Fencing Team (capt.) 
CSM in CCF 
Secretary of Agora 
Duffers, Les Pnilosophes, lnterpretes 
Green Ribbon Club, Hellfire Club 

S. P. Morris ('823 ) 

5th XV Rugby 
Les Philosophes 

R. J. Kitson ('773 
- '823

) 

Head of House 
2nd XV Rugby 
I st XV Cricket 
2nd X I Hockey 
Junior Corporal in CCF 
Secretary to Duffers 
Green Ribbon Club, Geography Society 



T. J . Dudgeon ('773 
- '82 3

) 

Head of House 
Biology Prize 
!st XV Rugby 
I st XI Cricket 
I st XI Hockey 
Biology Society, Science Society 
Les Philosophes 

P. L. Garlick ('77 3 - '823 ) 

Hall keeper 
Barclays Bank Scholar 
1st XV Rugby 
I st XI Cricket 
1st XI llockey 
Editor of House Magazine 
Science Society , Les Ph ilosophes 

P. Goswell ('78 1 - '823) 

Hall keeper 
1st VIII Shooting 
Science Society 

A. J . Macintosh ('77 3 
- '823

) 

Internal Scholar 
House Prefect 
Kirby Maths Prize 
'0' and 'A' Level Prizes 
1st V Squash 
2nd YI Tennis 

Westcott House 

Green Ribbon Club. Les Philosophes. Whitehead Society 

A. C. Clarke ('773 
- '823

) 

Entrance Exhibition 
Music Exhibitioner 
Harley Woodwind Prize 
Christopher Warren Prize 
Alison Blenkinsop Prize 
Francis fies and Junior Longmuir Prizes 
Green Ribbon Club, Duffers, Agora 
Les Philosophes 

M. L. Morony ('773 - '823 ) 

Hall keeper 
Internal Exhibitioner 
L6th Greek Prize 
Interpretes, The Globe, Duffers 
Green Ribbon Club 

The Digby 
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S. M. Spearing(78 1 - '823 ) 

I louse Prefect 
School Poetry Prize 
Edwin Davies Prize 
'O' Level Prize 
5th XI Hockey 
I st VIII Shooting 
BSM in CCF 
Editor of 'The Shirbumian' 
Editor of 'Newsboard' 
Capt. of R. A. Tremlett Trophy Team 
Duffers, Les Philosophes, Agora, 
Whitehead Society, Science Society 

G. A. Tice ('77 3 - '823 ) 

Head of School 
Barnes Elocution Prize 
L6th Biology Prize 
1st XV Rugby 
2nd XI Cricket 
I st XI Hockey 
Les Philosophes, Science Society 

M. F. Wade ('773 
- '823 ) 

Entrance Scholar 
Head of House 
Jarret Maths Scholarship 
Plumptre Prize 
Turing Prize 
Driver Prize 
'A' and 'O' Level Prizes 
1st XV Rugby 
2nd XI Hockey 
Athletics 
Whitehead Society, Agora 
Science Society 

R. P. T. Sheard ('773 
- '823 ) 

Entrance Music Scholar 
Internal Exhibitioner 
House Prefect 
4th XV Rugby 
Les Philosophes, Biology Society 
Science Society 


